Semper floreat by unknown
The 'FxiM-Utii' Special Edition of Semper-Floreat proved somewhat i)opular with the stiidtnils of Centenary Heights High School, Toowoomba. Photo: dreg Perry. 
New high yiekJ term deposit 
This is what YOU have been waiting for — an investment opportunity bearirig an 
interest rate comparable with the current "going rate". 
percmmiin 
for ISmeiitlis ffaied deposif 
A minimum initial deposit of $300 is required^ but after that, you can invest in multiples of $100. 
' To gain the maximum 12% per annum, the deposit must remain for the full eighteen 
months, but you may terminate within that time, by giving fourteen (14) days notice. 
Vou are guaranteed that interest payable on any amount withdrawn before the due date, 
will be paid at the "on call" rate, applicable at the time of withdrawal. 
YOU CANT LOSE! Apply TODAY -
ALL MONEY DEPOSITED BEFORE 30TH.SEPTEMBER 
will receive a FULL MONTH'S INTEREST 
'foba 
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PAGE 2 THE RHINOCEROS 
PRG STUDENTS TO SPEAK ON 
CAMPUS 
(ANS) - Two representatives of the Union 
of Students for the Liberation of South 
Vietnam (USLSV) anive in Australia this 
week for a three week speaking tour of 
Australian campuses. 
USLSV is the National Union of Stu-
dents of the liberated territories con-
trolled by the Provisional Revolutionary 
Govemment of South Vietnam. 
The two representatives coming to 
Australia are Mr TRAN VAN AN and 
Mr t E VAN TOAN who are both mem-
bers of the Executive Committee of the 
USLSV. 
The visit is the culmination of efforts 
in recent years by AUS to have a visit 
by a PRG student delegation. 
There have been several abortive at-
tempts to have a PRG student delegat-
ion visit Australia, including one recent-
ly to get them to the Asian Students' 
Association Conference held in Melbou-
me in July. This, however was thwarted 
at the last tnoment when the British 
authorities in Hong Kong refused to 
grant transit visas for the delegation to 
travel through Hong Kong to board a 
plane to Australia. 
The two representatives will be speak-
ing at the Able Smith Lecture Theatre 
on Friday 11 October, at 7.30 p.m. 
ELECTION REFLECTION 
Those who know the Abel 
Smith Lecture Theatre are familiar 
with the sliding blackboards therein. 
It was upon such, on Thursday 12 
September, that a whimsical face 
of fate became visible. Garry 
Chandler, a somewhat (politically) 
conservative candidate for Union 
Treasurer had just finished speak-
ing to those awaiting the beginning 
of one more lecture. 
Inscribed upon the blackboards 
were the follo.wing words: The 
Black Cabaret will take place the 
next time Friday and the 13th 
occur simultaneously, which, un-
less something radical happens, 
will be tomorrow. Quite uncon-
ciously, Chandler proceeded to 
erase the blackboards sufficiently 
to inscribe a Chandler for Treasurer 
slogan. 
This erasure, combined with the 
moveincnt of the blackboards, 
cvenliiated in : Chandler for 
Treasurer/Which unless something 
radical happens, will be tomorrow. 
HOW INSIGNIFICANT WE ARE ! 
Storm of 
lenturiesl 
W A S H INGTON, 
iTue*. (AAP): Jupi-
ter's sr««t red spot, 
which has mystified 
astronomers for 
[ decades, apparently 
Is a great storm. 
Space Agency scientists 
I have reported this con-
lolusioa after an analysis 
lot thousands of- photo-
Igraphs .and other data 
I provided by a satellite 
••weep of (be i :^et last 
1 December S. 
The spot, they said, 
appealed to be the vortex 
lor the. ^^antic storm 
I that had raged on a 
l2S,t)00-mUe (W.OOO km) 
1 front for at least seven 
loenturies. 
USTENING IN 
A TALE OF ONE RHINOCEROS 
As readers are no doubt aware, Rhino-
ceros is a beast with keen hearing, but 
unlike her elephant friends, somewhat 
lacks a detailed recall of past events. 
In addition she docs in all honesty 
have problems with her eyesight. This 
should not be taken to mean that she 
sees little. Rather does it imply that 
her vision is neither clearly black or 
white; but she does perceive that 'grey-
ness' wherein often times the truth of 
events exists. 
Sometimes much is made ofthe 
thick skin rhinoceros wears. But it must 
not be so exaggerated as to belittle her 
sensitivity. 
Wandering in the (political) wilder-
ness of Union affairs and occassionally 
on sorties for edible information, she 
may venture into local or larger (poli-
tical) by-ways and swamps, rarely has 
Rhinoceros lost her head. 
Certainly on occasions she may come 
across those reports of pornographic 
screenings in a university college - but 
does she say anything? No! 
Why not? The answer is simply: what 
purpose would be served? 
TEN YEARS BEFORE 
PREDICTED, 
THOUGHT-POLICE AND 
DOUBLE-SPEAK ! 
President Pord last 
n i g h t defended the 
Nixon Administration's 
aotlvltles In Chile and 
called them a counter to 
Mr AUende's efforts to 
restrict the freedom-, ot 
the press and abolish 
opposition political par-
ties. 
When rthe military 
Junta txx)k over, It ter-
minated the activities of 
all political parties and' 
clcscd all media organi-
sations except the few 
which • were sympathetic 
to the Junta. 
MYTHS CONTINUED 
THE AUSTRALIAN Wednesday September 18 
CULT OF THE INTELLIGENCE? 
"I don't see why we need to stand 
by and watch a country go commun-
ist due to the irresponsibility of its 
own people." 
Henry Kissenger on Chile - allegedly 
deleted by the C.I.A. from the book cal-
led "The C.I.A. and the Cult of Intelli-
gence'\ 
DrawinBs by JERZV SOWlRSKt 
ff.fr., Ji/m 
mu>iriN'/cm. j tMNSS! 
MYTHS ROECTED 
Drug dependence Is not a 
lultary phenomenon and it 
is quite erroneous to In-
clude marihuana under the 
heading of narcotics . . . 
The great majority of 
those so contemptuously 
labelled as "Junkies and 
addicts" are young men 
and women who, for rea-
sons of their own, like 
smoking marihuana. They 
are no more dependent on 
it than are those who regu-
larly or occasionally prefer 
to smoke tobacco or take a 
H^B^A^hlUock, 
Professor of Psychiatry, 
UnlTcnity of Qneensland. 
' 
CITY HALL, AGAIN! 
The proposal by the B.C.C. engineer 
Mr I Fairweather to widen Coronation 
Drive by destroying the trees which now 
make it one of the few tree-lined avenues 
m Brisbane, must be abhorrant to all 
thinking members of the community. 
Believing that "it is not possible to 
build the city without the destruction of 
some trees'", the B.C.C. have removed 
the. few trees which were once in'the in-
ner city, replacing them with hanging 
baskets.'! 
It now seems that this sort of ramp-
ant destruction is likely to continue ann-
ihilating the fe^y areas of parkland with-
in easy reach of urban communities in 
Brisbane. 
Brisbane, as Australia's "Sunshine 
City" in a sub-tropical area which could 
and should be a delight to both residents 
and tourists lags a long way behind other 
Australian cities in its beautiflcation of 
the city with parklands, trees and open 
spaces. 
Having completely desecrated Moor-
lands Park with the temporary measures 
to enable the Drive to be used, the pub-
lic can hardly be expected to believe 
statements enamating from City Hall; 
when public'criticism of the proposal to 
remove the trees on Coronation Drive 
was first announced; that it was only an 
"engineers suggestion." 
What would be the benefit of an ex-
tra track of bitumen if the trees were re-
moved. And where would the extra cars 
using the road go when they get into 
North Quay; or to the already confused 
Toowong intersection. 
This issue must personaUy concent 
all thosoiwho travel along "Coronation 
Drive??! Al§o in the broader perspective 
of no t letting a t y Council get away 
with everything that enters its mind. 
Your protest can be registered thr-
ough the normal channels (e.g. newspap-
ers) or by writuig to Miss M. Piddington, 
NaUonal Trust Administrator, P.O. Box 
J494, G.P.O. Brisbane 4001: 
The freedom of the press is 
always limited. This does not 
mean that it is lost; rather is 
it necessary to discover the 
authentic limitations beyond 
monopoly control and political 
self-interest. 
Like every human freedom, 
the freedom of the press is 
limited. 
annual union elections 
In the eariy October issue of 
Semper, there will appear a special 
report on the 1974 elections. Should 
the counting be finalised, a full des-
cription and analysis of the voting 
will be included. 
Compiled by members of Semper 
staff, it will include comment 6n 
personalities, 'dirty tricks' and 
electioneering innovations, plus a 
detailed costing. 
For the report, we welcome 
Bruce Dickson, co-editor of Semper 
in late 1969, and full-time editor 
1970. He will interview the success-
ful President-elect of the Union. 
One aspect which must be care-
fully examined is the dubious behav-
iour of some candidates and their 
'independent' friends. Considered 
a 'dirty' election by many of the 
executive candidates, it included 
blatant 'smear' tactics to removal 
of opposition posters; leaflets of 
quite vicious electoral comment 
were prepared and then with-held 
from circuladon, • another leaflet 
violated electoral.regulations. And 
there was talk of defamation suits. 
These, visible activities, however, 
distracted attention from the more 
serious personal situation. As the 
elections approached, Union Coun-. 
cil became increasingly tense and 
polarized. Charges and counter-
charges were laid about unethical 
behaviour, 'the lines of battle 
were drawn', there were very few 
who sought any kind of recon-
ciliation. As the distrust spread, 
many hitherto working-relationships 
broke down. 
As a prominent member of the Union 
executive posed the question, how much 
thought was given to the real or supposed 
'student interests* during the election 
campaign? 
new layout and design 
Perhaps three student newspapers 
in Australia have worked to a consist-
ant design and layout throughout 1974. 
Semper Floreat is one of those three. 
A small number of survey respdnses 
have indicated discontent.with the 
'nionotonous'. nature of Semper's de-
sign. The majority have been either 
satisfied or enthusiastic. 
Indications of a more professional 
and attractive presentation have sur-
faced with the 'special issues' of 'Expo-
Uni 1974' and the 'Annual Union El-
ections'. 
It has therefore been decided to 
continue with this format for the 
remaining four issues of 1974. 
• semper floreat editor 1975 
Notice will shortly be given of 
nominations requested for any inter-
ested persons for the position of 
editor during 1975. 
• • • • • • • • • • • I 
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ALL THE CHIEFS BUT NO INDIANS 
The campaign of "solidarity" with Chile was a massive flop. The 
main reason for this was the failure of the campaign "chiefs" to 
link the events in Chile with developments in Australia. Conseq-' 
uently, the "Indians" perceived the campaign as irrelevant and 
stayed away. 
In fact, political affairs in Chile are 
of great relevance to Australians, be-
cause the same U.S. corporations be-
hind the fascist coup in Chile are very 
active in this country too. They are 
active politically ("Martial" Green US 
ambassador and specialist of coups 
d'etat, is their man in Canberra) and 
they are active economically.- A relative 
handful of American trans-national cor-
porations have a stranglehold on the 
Australian economy through their di-
rect ownership and control of the big-
gest industries and most important 
raw materials in the country: food 
processing, vehicle manufacturing, 
oil... At the same time they make 
inroads into primary production. In 
money terms, Australia is even more 
important to U.S. imperialism than 
is (Thile. 
Moreover there is already'a signifi-
cant US military presence in Austra-
lia. Numerous top-secret bases here 
are vital links in American global 
strategy. The Australiaii armed for^  
ces fit snugly into this framework. 
Joint training exercises with US forces 
like the recently held KANGAROO I 
exercise at Shoalwater Bay near Towns-
ville are becoming more frequent. The 
Australian generals are resisting even 
the most wishy-washy attempts of Aus-
tralian Government to bring the arm-
ed forces slightly under govemment con-
trol, while the army itself more and 
more takes on the character of imperial-
ist mercenaries. Its soldiers are "profes-
sionals" inspired by pay-packets rather 
than patriotism. 
COUP READIED 
The basis for a US engineered coup 
here has been laid down already. That 
is not automatically to say that it would 
be'successful; but the circumstances ta 
which the.Chilean coup occurred must 
be examined in this light. 
The Allende regime claimed that their 
state apparatus, including the armed for-
ces, were "politically neutral". The All-
ende government had come to office on 
the crest of the popular movement again-
st US overiordship. Once ih office^ how-
ever, it showed HscHmore afraid of the 
people than of the armed forces. The 
working class, in reality the core of all 
revolutionary movements, were relegated 
to the position of passive defenders of 
petty reforms. 
The "communist" party of Chile was 
an eloquent advocate of the "theory" of 
"peaceful revolution". Faithfully follow-
ing instructions from Moscow they claim-
ed imperialism had become more reason-
able, and the prospects of a pro-US coup 
more remote, because of an illusory "de-
tente". Politically they constituted a pres-
sure group for Russian interests within 
the US sphere of inllucnce. 
The coup in Chile must be seen again-
st the background of growing rivalry bet-
ween US and Soviet imperialism, as each 
attempts to solve its deepening economic 
crisis at the expense of the other. In the 
case of Chile, US imperialism re-asserted 
its control through the armed forces and 
local reactionaries. 
It is obvious that any collusion, "de-
tente", between the two super-powers is 
temporary and relative, serving only the 
purpose of intensified rivalry, while con-
tention between them is protracted and 
absolute. "Detente" is an illusion; the 
reality is that Russia and the US try to 
force.their "way in everywhere, fighting 
each other to do so. 
They never shrink from-the foulest 
methods. The daily papers have carried 
many articles which make it very clear 
that the highest levels of US govemment 
were active in "destabilizing" the Chil-
ean economy. Again the prominence 
with which the press has reported vari-
ous fascist outfits locally makes it im-
possible to say "it couldn't happen here." 
SUBMIT OR FIGHT 
' All these considerations make the 
lessons from Chile very important. "Pea-
ceful revolution" is just not on: .only . 
the naive and fraudulent say that revolu-
tion must be peaceful. Of course, no one 
wants'violence, but the madmen of US 
imperialism are always prepared to use 
violence. Why can't we be prepared too? 
Thfc only alternative is submission, but 
the people of Australia, like the. people of 
Chile, will not submit. They are fighting 
the US monopolies every day in hundreds 
of different ways. They are unlikely to be 
impressed by arguments which state that 
anti-ijriperialisjn is OK in Chile but not 
OK in Australia. 
There is a real basis for solidarity with 
the people of Chile. It is that the peoples 
of Australia and Chile have a common 
enemy, US imperialism; and it is expressed 
in Australia in the battle against the grow-
ing military and economic control of Aust-
ralia exercised by US imperialism. 
Students have been active in this 
battle in the past, opposing Austra-
lia's part in the U.S. invasion of Viet-
nam. Much is still to be done. The 
The presence of a U.S. .4 rmy officer Lt-Col Albright (second from left) al the ann-
ual joint Army-Police exercise beld earlier this year in Victoria is significant. Pictured 
with Lt-Col Albright are (on tbe right) Lt-Col Jones, Commandant of the A ustralian 
Army Staff College at Queenscliff Victoria, and Inspectors East, Currie, and Stafford 
ofthe Police Academy, Arlie. 
Code-named - with heavy symbolism - Operation Baton Charge, the exercise deah 
with army-police co-ordination against so-called "civil unrest". Operating in groups of 
five, the 120 trainee officers - two-thirds of them from tbe Army Staff College - were 
given instruction by a leam of twenty-four lecturers including tne U.S. Colonel 
Such exercises are held in every state, but are not always publicised in the media. 
exposure .and expulsion of all US 
military bases from our country 
would not only make a US-led coup 
less easy; it would be a step forward 
for genuine Auslralian independence, 
Students Against Imperialism 
SPORTS ASSOCIATION 
ELECTIONS 
This week only 
23rd - 27th Septembfir 
9 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Voting by ballot 
in 
Sports Pavilion Complex 
ALL STUDENTS CAN VOTE 
SUBMISSIONS INVITED 
UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND 
LAW SCHOOL 
'SLUM LAW SCHOOL' 
The above is a description attributed to 
our law school by a lecturer in law last 
week., 
Is H true? 
What standard is an LL.B. (Qld) in com-
parison to others? 
Is it worth doing or should we go inter-
state? j^j^ i^ ..J,, 
Suggestions and comments t^ tO/iavitcd in 
order that the UQLS can draf!,^ policy •. 
on legal education and student attitude 
to change in the Queensland Law School, 
In,terested students may deposit their 
suggestions at Union office and UQLS 
office. 
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PAGE 4 EXPQUNI 
The view is widely held amongst its organisers and participants. "Expo-Uni 1974" was one of the most successful ever to be held. As was mentioned in the speeches dur-
ing the official opening in the SchoneU Theatre foyer, the concept originated not so many years ago in its present form - that of an all-university exhibition for the general 
public. It was previously a science display. These pages do not pretend to be any other than a photographic comment upon several of the many faces of the 1974 "Expo-Uni. 
What was probably the most significant feature (his year, 
was the somewhat disturbing theme of the University's po-
tential to solve some of the problems facing Twentieth-
Century Man. 
It seemed clear in certain departmental displays that little 
more than lip-service was paid to the Expo-Uni theme. What 
may have been envisaged was that such a guiding concept 
would in some serious measure raise questions aimed at the 
fundamental rationale of the University, questions which 
should have invoked a profound examination of the day-to-
day affairs of this institution. 
What relevance have these subjects to Twentieth-Century 
Man, let alone his problems ? Do f find these studies to in-
voke any sense of altruism in ft;y relationship to sociely. Is 
this institution in any sense of the phrase, an institution 
which is directed towards tbe service of the human 
community • or primarily towards the social, economic and 
political elites within society ? 
Though one must no doubt be wary of the tyranny of 
relevance, these questions deserve the most earnest consid-
eration within every 'educational' institution, for they are in 
large measure the questions by which women and men live 
and die. 
Humankind will surely face extinction should these matters 
remain unexamined. We may all one day deeply rue our self 
ishness. 
The Univeisity cavepeople were clamberine up and 
down the Forgan-Smith Building all day. Here, BiU 
Fromc surfaces for fresh heights. 
An inmate at the Animal Hmbandiy Dtoplay In VeterinMy Sctenct. 
Searching for 'Light, Liberty and Learning' ? 
At the Offlcial Opening, Prof. Zelman Cowen. 
Manfred Qoss (Labor MHR) opens the 1974 'Expo-Uni'. 
Zoology I%p|ay : Peter Steenstrup Hnds a pure black rabbit Or 
.something having a remarkable resemblance to one. 
An erection in thc'Great Court - forbidden by (he Vice-Chancellor 1 
the Anatomy DispUy (nist ever): a part of the Papua 
and New Gutnei Growth and Devel(^ ment Study. hrajitology: watcMng JSoop/tf/us Af/crop/us propagating. (Female cattle-tfcki laying egg»). 
DEPT OF CHEMICRL ENGINEERIMG- PEflCTiDH TIME TEST 
YOUR PEflCTIDNTiMEIjIflSi. 4£0 MILLISECONDS 
. '- . ••.. • , . : , i . - : • 
HF THF S26 PEOPLE SD.Fl=IP TESTED 3fi <.= 15 Q 
HPVE QIJICKEP PEflCTIDM TIMES. . RVERflSE = 704..70'5 
VDIKVE GOT TD BE JOKING 
: PERCENT)• 
MILLISECdNDS 
EXPO^UNI PAGE 5 
Action for World Development held 
a joint display with Amnctty Inter-
national in the Schonell Theatre Foyer. 
On the left: their Radio Station in the 
Relaxation Block staffed by Banyo 
_ Seminarians Wayne Daly, Phil Ifalpin 
S and Pal Lavercomh. 'Mick Hogan (right) 
*: stressed their work as coiiscicncization -
die growdi of a social conscience. 
Pharmacy Display : the correlation of chemical class and taste. Actually a delight-
ful meal of a vast range of syrups. Wliere pharmacists lie about the taste of medicines. 
* - « "t^ t 
1974 
tOlMLVE THE nOMBIi OF.SM CBTmr JMT 
%, \ 
Ip lMlpi i i i i i i i .df:BW "li'; 
Dear Sir, 
Over the period of EXPO-UNI, the 
Government Department conducted a 
mock poll amongst visitors to its dis-
play. Many of our visitors expressed a 
desire to know the result of the poll 
and I hope you will be able to pub-
lish the outcome in "Semper" for • 
their benefit. 
The result was ais follows: 
ALP 
Liberal 
National 
Australia 
Party 
DLP 
Other.... 
45% 
30% 
10% 
11% 
3% 
1%. The Government Department Poll. 
These are percentages of the total 
formal vote. Interestingly, 7.5% of all 
papers filled in were informal, mainly 
because people would NOT read the 
instructions and filled in aU squares 
instead of one. . . 
Paul Rodan, 
Govemment Department 
THE DEAD CHRIST at the 
display of the Department 
of Studies in Religion. A car-
ved wooden figure from an 
Eastern European Easter 
sepulchre. I4th - 15th Cent 
Placed under the altar aU year 
until Quiet Saturday, when it 
is placed above to symbolize 
the stay of Christ in the tomb. 
Friday Night at the free dance in the .Union Complex. 
Powdl Many students tiaycltcd a long way for the Exposition. , | 
PAGE 6 LOCAL AFFAIRS 
Photos: Peter Marquis-Kyle, 
ArchV 
PHOTO; Viewed from the West End side, the play of volumes may be perceived. 
As you drive, cycle, or walk along Coronation Drive in the next few 
weeks, spare a glance, and perhaps a thought for the South Brisbane 
Gas Works buildings which stand across the river from 'Moorlands'. 
This is ye( another of Brisbanes' wan-
ing stock of notable buildings meeting 
(he threat of extinction by demolition 
within the next few months, unless at-
tempts to save it are successful. 
The structures seen from the Northern 
side of the river are more recent additions 
(1948 and 1950) to the original SBGC 
complex which included a 'Stripping 
Tower' dating from the 1880's. This 
ornate bolted cast iron plate tower stands 
about 50* high. 
The buildings all conVey the power 
of Post-Industrial Revolution days: In-
dustry was the only criteria for design 
and the buildings functioned as a giant 
machine; the larger buildings are of 
steel framework construction with ex-
terior panels of brick grillework. 
Evidence of a quality of workman-
ship rare and probably even unavail-
able today, is to be seen in details of 
the steel work, round windows, arches 
and other brickwork, which although 
being totally functional are imbued 
with a sensitivity of design: a quality 
not often found in present-day indus-
trial buildings. 
The complex, at present, dominates 
the Northern horizon when viewed 
from West End, with a kind of monu-
mental arrogance, the loss of which 
would certainly be detrimental to the 
otherwise rather monotonous skyline. 
Internally, a completely unexpected 
wonderful light-show greets the visitor 
with light shafts streaming through grille 
work, wmdows and skylights in ever-
changing patterns with the passage of 
the day. . . 
Inside both towers exists a huge un-
divided space; plans have been put for-
ward to have, (he buildmg converted to 
an Industrial Museum, with (he adjacent 
small buildmgs being uised as a workshop 
area and cinema. 
Brisbane is a city built around a river, 
but somehow managing to ignore that 
fact a study of the river and its possible 
uses was conducted by the Department 
of Architecture at the University of 
Queensland under the guidance of,world 
acclaimed landscape expert Garrett Eckbo. 
This study suggested integration of the 
river into the life of the city via transport 
systems, greater accessibility and various 
social activities. 
It found the gasworks building to be 
a natural focus for a community centre. 
At present in South Brisbane (and 
Brisbane as a whole) there is a distinct 
need for and lack df community facilities. 
There are proposals for a New Art Gal-
lery beside the river near the Victoria 
Bridge and also a Maritine Museum is 
being considered on the site of what was 
the drydock near the South Brisbane 
Municipal Library. The Gas Works, sit-
uated on a riverside block neighbouring 
upon Davies Park offers an ideal opport-
unity for extension of Museum services 
on the South Side. This would be easily 
accessible by a riyenide drive or by 
river transport and the proximity of all 
these facilities would make the provision 
of tourist and normal passenger services 
necessary. 
However, the buildings certain-
ly do warrant further thought be-
fore a decision is made to remove 
them: a 'stay of demolition' is 
urgently required from the State 
•Govermnent. 
Helen Wilson 
Fiona Gardiner 
Architecture III 
MORE FRAGILE THAN MOST 
I 
Have you ever seen a raindrop 
glisten ~ glide a window pane? 
It weaves a silver path Uke a bubble of youth, 
in search of a dream, 
a vision called truth 
such power 
such passion 
In this brightly compact sphere. 
As it zoops its way downwards 
without care 
without fear 
Ah! but look - it's journey's end 
Shows til a truly fragile tear, 
for sadly trailed behind 
is seen its gleam of hope. 
What an empty little bubble 
joins the puddle of the mindi 
Be gentle with him life. 
For he has so much life to live; 
Be gentle with him love. 
For he has so much love to give. 
II 
Have you ever seen a rose 
share its whole life with the woridt •' . -: " * ' 
'Every petal, every petal from its sleepiness'is huried, 
' Till what a perfect flower, what a perfect friend 
is beautifully unfurled! 
Ah! but such true ^ving often goes unfelt 
Till every single'dream slowly begins to melt. 
.What a. thankless fragile life is this littleflower dealt. 
: Be gentle with him life, 
For he has so much life to live; •. . - • 
Be gentle with him love ' ' ' 
For he bai st) much love to give. -' •' •, 
m" 
Have you ever seen- a candle flame or known its steady glow 
Fot you'll find within its light so much truth will always show, 
It speaks to all that peace and hope exist amongst despair 
And that they will surely conquer,' • • 
If you'll only truly care. 
Have you ever seen a candle flame flicker in the wind? 
It goes out oh! so easily my friend. 
Be gentle with him life, 
For he has so much life to live; 
•Be gentle with him love. 
For be has so much hve to give. 
• IV 
Have you ever heard someone say -
"It's a quarter to three - . 
This day's gone too fast for me!" 
Be gentle with him life, 
For he has so much life to live; • ' 
Be gentle with him love, ^ " 
For he has so much love to give. 
How fragile these creations! 
How precious these small moments! 
Yes, I have seen them nU, 
for I know you 
And I wUl care for them, 
for I love you. 
Be gentle with him Lord, 
For he is more fragile than most. 
Julie Barlow 
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A cold wind blows in their faces. Choppy seas. A clear 
moonlit nighl. They stroll along the promenade deck, 
their furlined coats pulled tightly around their throats. 
"Le petit marin, il est tres charmant, n'est pas?" 
"Quite divine." 
"La Divine." 
An orchestra in a warmly lit room they pass is playing 
a ragtime number. Behind the potted palms two lovers 
exchange glances which leave them breathless. With an 
effort, the man is able to re-enter the conversation. It is 
something to do with horses and Ascot and an American 
is talking reverently about the king's horse. From liis 
tone, the beast is to be rated above a president, and 
only slightly below the king and Westminster Abbey. 
In a silent stateroom a portly valet is tying his portly 
gentleman's tic and farts silently. Tlic portly gentleman 
distends his nostrils and raises a heavy eyebrow. 
In a large steamy cabin deep down steerage class 
in the very bottom of the sliip a bog Irish immigrant 
farts. Waving the stink away with their hands his friends 
latigli. Tliey are drinking cheap whisky and singing to 
an old fiddle. 
Below decks La Divine is feeding with his messmates. 
First and second class is rich with embroidered white 
tablecloths, stardicd napkins, bright with silver, glass 
and polished wood. The crew's dining-room is the , 
backstage. Raw, open food shows in the kitchen. The 
thick nursery crockery has been brouglit out. The knives 
are clumsy and blunt, the forks heavy and everything 
clearly marked with the company imprint. 
La Divine is wiping gravy from his chin. The ship is 
new and the crew are generally new to each other. There 
is laughter he joins in and even manages to occasionally 
add a word to the conversation. 
A game of poker is being played in the first class bar, 
and in the second and even the steerage manage to group 
a number of men around a small (able with cheap, 
greasy cards. 
Astor's tie h s^ been tied. 
The two strolling men on the promenade deck have 
leaned against a rail. Tlie older of the two smokes. The 
other's hand slides along (he rail and touches his friend's. 
Tlicy smiie for each other and the older moves his 
hand over the first and rubs il gently with his thumb. 
In the first class lounge the band is still playing 
Autumn as Astor enters. The lovers behind palms are 
sipping drinks. La Divine is wiping gravy from his chin 
before sipping his tea, heavily sugared, from the 
thick white company mug. The lookouts above in their 
cold position have seen Ihe ice. The poker games are being 
played. Tlie bog Irishman is humming to himself. The 
watch has told the firstmate, the firstmale has told the 
Captain. Captain Smith gives an order, he too has seen the 
ice. The two gentlemen see it. The ice has cut a 300 foot 
wound into the Titanic. Saltwater pours into her. 
A man whose throat is cut does not live long. The 
Titanic, sliced through beneath her waterline, has not long 
to live. Many of the people who infest her will not live 
much longer. 
Tlie two gentlemen's hands are firmly entwined with 
the shock of seeing the ice which has now disappeared 
into the night. In the first class lounge the band has 
taken up a new number. 
La Divine's companions arc talking about a brothel in 
Glasgow. He joins their laughter. La Divine is wearing 
seaboots, tight trousers and a heavy blue woollen company 
pullover. His age is about 22 and he is very handsome. 
La Divine is engaged to be married. Shortly after his 
return from tliis voyage he will marry a girl from his 
village. He does not want to get married but she is 
pregnant by him, she says. All his life he has known her 
and supposes she will make him a good wife. Marriage is 
what most people do and though it d.'>es n <t seem to suit 
many it is something about which he has no 
positive feelings so he may as well, he believes, be married 
as not. 
In the brief contact of the iceberg with the ship some 
of the ice has fallen in football size pieces onto the 
steerage deck. The two gentlemen higlier up on the 
promenade deck are now looking down on the impro-
vised playground watching the bog Irishman and others 
throwing the shattered pieces at each otiier. They see 
La Divine enter the rink. He walks with a rolling legs 
wide apaft motion. It is (he masculinity of the young man 
caught at one moment before slithering into the 
ugliness of maturity. He bears a certain resemblance to an 
ape. 
Not everybody has been watchmg La Divine. At this 
point of time the Captain is more interested in the 
condition of his ship than in the physical beauty of La 
Divine. 
The designer of the ship has been called to talk with 
Captain Smith. Tliey are not talking yet of the deaths 
that will l;appen this morning. They are not talking 
of bodies floating in frozen waters or the photographs 
Ihat will be taken of the drifting deckchairs. Sometime 
later this morning a barber's pole will be bobbing with 
the waves. A candystriped monument to a dead ship 
and lost lives. 
Tlie lovers behind the palms are still sipping, the two 
gentlemen arc still imagining the delights of La Divine's 
body. The wireless operator is sending out a mayday call. 
This moment of eternity is passing very quickly. It 
happens when the motors are stopped. The ship has 
the sliglitest of tilts. This absence of motion is 
disturbing. It is inexplicable. A drowsing evening dressed 
man in the second class lounge suddenly realises that-
he has been reading and rereading an advertisement 
for Pears soap. 
La Divine is troubled by the stopped motors. 
An elderiy lady in hot stateroom wakes and reaches 
for her elderly withered husband. 
An elderly woman wakes up in steerage. Lady and 
woman both will soon feel the cold water about their 
ankles. 
The list ofthe ship is more noticable. TItere has been 
some talk about lifebelts. Tlie two stowaways have been 
left alone in the Ic^kup. On the promenade deck the two 
gentlemen have been joined by other people. Newcomers 
gape and jaw about the ice. La Divine has gone below. 
Someone makes a joke about lifeboats. A second 
complains about the delay. A third asks if there is any 
danger. 
Stupid, cruel, pathetic nuns will later teach their 
charges about the ship tliey boasted God himself couldn't 
sink and which hit an iceberg and sank. Amen. 
The mailroom is flooded and all these bags of letters 
are turning into papermache. 
SOS OS OS OS OS OS SAVE OUR SOULS SILLY 
OLD SOD STAMP OUT SEX SAVE OUR SOULS. 
Several people have appeared on deck in lifebelts. "But 
simply the latest thing darling." First class decks are 
aglow with the lights of cigars. Dozens oflittle red 
glowings in the darkness. 
Some parts of steerage cabins are quite damp. People 
are heading for the open. In several places they are 
prevented from getting oul by the iron grilles that 
separate the slums of the sliip from the moneyed sections. 
Like isolating a disease, iron bars prevent them from 
corrupting the rich. A small boy separated from his 
mother nervously pisses in a deserted corridor. 
A dumbbell in the first class gymnasium has gallen 
from its rack and rolls across the sloping fioor. 
Officers move about advising people to. put on their 
lifebelts. More people are on deck wearing 'the latest thing'. 
Tlie band has taken up an outside position. The more 
serious poker games are still being played. Several lifeboats 
are being prepared for use. La Divine is below deck closing 
porthole covers and knocking on cabin doors to tell 
people to go up on deck. In one first class cabin with an 
open door he sees spread across a chair a velvet 
evening cape with a hood. For some reason he remembers 
this sight. 
Several lifeboats have filled with people and been swung 
out to be lowered. Some are already aware that the ship 
is finished. Captain Smith gives the order and the 
waiting boats are lowered. 
How is it that some passengers already realise that 
there will not be enough boats for them all? The two 
gentlemen push their way out ofthe crowd and go below 
to their stateroom. It is warm in their cabin and they 
take off their overcoats. Above them they hear the tramp 
of feet and the faint strains oi Autumn being played 
again. One of Ihem pours whisky, adds soda, and goes 
to sit wilh the glasses on his friend's knee. Their 
moutlis close together and just a little desperately their 
tongues caress each other. 
La Divine opens the door without knocking and 
finds them kissing. "All passengers arc asked to put on 
their lifebelts and go on deck, gentlemen," he says. Tlie 
older of the two answers, "Soon." 
It is cold in the open boats and the ship ablaze with 
lights seems more secure and warmer than these dancing 
boats. Several passengers would prefer to TCtmn to the 
Titanic and their first class accommodation, but as the 
ship develops more of a list they are less hasty. Many are 
pleased they chose their furs. 
The two lovers have also gone to their cabins. He has 
dressed her warmly and helped her put on her 
lifejackct before tying on his own over his dinner jacket. 
He is being very gallant and acting very British, for an 
American. He, being dead, will have always been her most 
perfect husbatid. His gallantry will not prevent her bedding 
several husbands, hitting the bottle, heavily, and end by 
being found, by the smell, in a frowsy, dark, dreary New 
York apartment. Among her possessions they did not 
find a photograph of him. 
The list ofthe ship is quite crazy. The two gentlemen 
having drunk about half their boUle of whisky are about 
to go out on deck. There are not many lifeboats left. It is 
becoming more difficult to walk. Some officers are still 
calling out, '.'Women and children first." 
In the corridor they pass an open stateroom. La Divine 
is struggling to put on a woman's dress. An evening cape 
lies over a chair. He looks up and sees them. There is a 
pause. Then he continues to dress himself. Tlie younger of 
the two steps into the room. La Divine looks about to 
fight. No words are spoken. The younger reaches out 
and does up a button for La Divine. He realises he is being 
helped and relaxes. They both help him dress. Their 
fingers hieet as they do up a series of buttons on his 
back. The heavy sea boots are almost covered by the fall 
of the dress. They take up a lifejacket and place it about 
him. Fussily (hey tie all the cords (hat must be tied. 
The older picks up the evening cape and puts it about 
La Divine. The hood he pulls forward to shade his face, 
then he leans forward and kisses La Divine on the cheek. 
Tliere is a pause. La Divine smiles and walks out of the 
stateroom. 
The two gentlemen look after him and then move 
together and hold each other tightly in a mixture of fear, 
love and whisky. 
"La Divine," says the younger. 
"Quite divine," says the older. 
They do not see him again. 
filichael Connor was born in New Caledonia in J948 
and came to Australia five years later. He spealis of his 
life; "lived Ballarat Boys'Orphanage until 1963 
when moved to Melbourne and worked as storeman for 
Georges of Collins Street. Moved to Sydney and worked 
at Darling Harbour Goods Yard. Didn V wait for gold 
watch. At present living and writing in the country." 
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All day Jean patrols the forest and the beaches. The 
big dog pulls at his lead, he growls, scenting strangers. 
Jean holds him back, muscle-fibre in relief under the 
coarse mottled skin as, arm making a single line with 
lead, he mutters reassurance. These particular strangers' 
are guests of the patron. 
The day draws on; hour indistinct from previous hour, 
Jike every day this summer in the Midi. The sun, trans-
muted, filtered green by the pine needles, is still 
oppressive as it invades the head. Brown bodies are wet, 
with sweat and (he cicadas shrill; an insane unceasing 
cacaphony; an accustomed torment. 
"Ha!" lauglis Maria, the maid, "look at Monsieur 
Jean." Standing in the shade on the beach, big dog 
silent, his large slomiLch in siJouctte, the dark glasses 
hiding his eyes; behind the glasses those eyes are 
protruding, liglit coloured; when you are close you see 
his skin is pitted, scarred in places, features rougli and 
ununified; he never tans; as the summer continues he 
goes througli various stages of red. 
He could play the part of a Deep South sheriff in 
any Hollywood movie, thinks the English governess. 
She shrugs and turns away. 
The girls from Toulon lie motionless on the beach, 
liglil film of sweat on gold skin'delicate breasts. 
Casually they remove their bikini tops. They may not 
move again for hours. 
. Jean meets the English governess on the path. 
"Did you see them?" 
"See who?" 
"Tlie monokinis," gesturing breast shapes with liis 
hands. He needs complicity. 
"No," she says. Then laughs. "It doesn't interest 
me much," and moves on. 
He lauglis. 
She holds her breath as she goes round the 
corner. 
The governess sits at lunch. The mistral is blowing, 
moving sunshapes flicker in the cloisters of the old" 
house. Beads of water on the bottles of chilled rosd 
fragment the light; the,wine gleams like pale stone in 
the glasses. 
The conversation lacks momentum; it rises and 
falls, and in the silence the wind moans, the plants in 
tha courtyard flicker then become still. 
They talk of Morocco. 
The English woman talks of camels. Revengeful, • 
vindictive beasts they are, with long memories. "When 
I was there, there was a camel driver whom everyone 
knew treated his animal very badly. One day a 
friend of mine was travelling on the desert road and 
found the man. He was kneeling on his prayer rug 
facing Mecca. But he didn't have any top to his head. 
As he knelt the camel had leant down and crunch! 
No more camel driver." 
Suzanne nods confimiation. After the war she and 
Jean spent three years in Morocco. They know about 
camels. 
Tlie governess's head throbs; she looks at the leaf 
shapes on the table, the sun is filtered, diluted, the 
stone walls damp; here the haze of heat outside seems 
a mirage. 
She pours more rosd. Inviting commeni, jovial to 
her face; Suzanne doesn't comment. 
Part of the beach is private; the young women who 
come every day to the beach find this irrelevant. 
Jean is baffled. "They are without shame. I go up 
to one. I say she must move, that the beach is 
private. She talks to me, argues. She gets up slowly, 
collects her things, moves; but she doesn't botiiei^  to 
cover her breasts." He smiles hugely, winks. 
Suzanne shakes her head. "Without shame." ' 
The sainc girls come to the beach every day. 
The patron is furious. They clamber over the rocks 
with their boyfriends. Confronted by Jean and the 
Alsatian, the boys shout, "Put up barbed wire if 
you don't want people here." Tlicy look quite 
tough. 
Jean has his audience at lunchtime. Three million 
francs, (old francs translates the governess) someone 
paid for a two roomed studio here a while ago. That 
shows what properties cost here. When the patron's 
son married, the wedding cake alone cost three 
thousand francs. "I know, I was sent to pick it up from 
the confectioner's." 
Tlie patron and his whims are a constant grievance. 
"Twenty years we've been here,-and you know 
how much he pays us? Eight hundred francs a month to 
do everything. Keeping the grounds in order, sweeping 
the paths, we do the whole house alone in winter. 
Ai.d now you see, fifteen guests and only one man to 
wait on the table, and who is to clean the rooms?" 
In the afternoon, having changed from boiler suit 
to militaristic guard's uniform, he reappears peaked 
cap pulled low over dark glasses. The Alsatian growls 
indiscriminately as they go througli the kitchen. 
The governess would laugh if she weren't afraid. 
The maids murmer appreciatively; the household 
ritual contitiues. 
Bronzed boys swagger on the sand. Running, shouting, 
kicking balls to each other, an energetic parade for the 
girls. They ignore the PRIVATE signs. Every day there 
is a confrontation with Jean, as the dog growls by his 
side. Shouts and insults are exchanged, he attempts to 
exert authority, voices become louder, nothing is ever 
resolved. 
l\\e children are building sandcastles. The governess 
walks along the sandcovered path, around the edges of 
the forest. She watches the strangers in their boats; 
they sail off, laughing towards the windy seas. She 
wonders if it would be possible to swim to the island 
across the bay, or what would happen if she were 
to walk down to a boat and ask some thin beautiful 
man to take her with him. But it's six o'clock and 
the children must eat their dinner. 
It is a cool windy morning. The mistral still 
blows. Patrolling with his dog, Jean finds a sleeping 
girl; she is lying in the sand and fallen pine needles. 
He eyes her for a while; obviously a hippy, a layabout, 
thin, blond, tanned skin, the standard uniform of 
old army shirt, probably the sleeping bag is hiding, 
jean-covered legs. Eventually he shakes her awake. 
She gets up slowly, she is angry. "What did you do 
that for?" 
"This is private property. You're trespassing." 
"I'm sorry, 1 didn't realise that. I've done no harm." 
She wants no hassles. 
"Show me your identity papers," he says. 
"What right do you have to ask for them?" 
Now he draws himself up. Deputised under the local 
authority, he is licensed to carry a gun (although 
he may not use it). He proceeds to tell the girl in no 
uncertain terms. 
She shrugs, "This is ridiculous, I'm going." Begins 
to walk away. 
He shouts, "This s a very vicious dog, you'd better 
stop." 
"What a silly man," she says, "a little bit of authority 
and you think you can push everyone around." He 
notices with pleasure that she is shaking. She is shouting 
now. "Well, 1 won't be stood over." She is calling liis 
bluff, she begins to walk away. 
Which is when he drops the leash; the dog springs, 
goes for her arm. Triumphant he sees her begin to 
scream. The dog has her forearm between his teeth. 
. It is breakfast time. The children squabble over the 
coffee and hot bread and raspberry jam. 
"What were the police doing in the hall?" asks the 
governess. 
"Oh," says Maria, "they found someone in the 
woods this morning." 
. "But why call the police? What will happen?" 
"But she had no identity papers. Thi^ y'll probably 
lock her up." 
"That's stupid, why should she have to have 
identity papers?" 
"Everyone must." 
Jean is in the kitchen when the governess goes 
througli. 
"Bonjour, Anne." 
"Bonjour." 
Everyone is looking out the window at the girls 
who have already begun to arrive on the beach. 
"Ha! Anne," he says, "would you vvear a mono-
kini?" 
"Oh no. I am too . . . respecting," meaning to 
say respectable, tense, laugliing. 
Maria laughs, "Of the sanctities of religion?" 
"Of social conventions." 
They all laugli. 
The mistral is still blowing. It is too cold to swim. 
The governess sits on (he verandah watching the 
children play on the lawn. Watching Jean walk into 
the forest, the dog pacing before him, He shouts jovial 
greetings. 
Maybe tomorrow she will ask some of the boat 
people lo take her away. There's no reason why she 
can't hitch oul of France; she could camp out if 
necessary. 
Maybe she should wait lo be paid before leaving. 
She lights another cigarette. Opens a novel, tries 
to find it interesting. Cut out the sound of the sea, the 
whistling trees. 
A\\v»':. Tim is JaneMerkel 's first published story. She is 
24, and a graduate in arts from Sydney University. Jant 
started writing in 1973 wliile living in Denmark and 
suffering, she says, from culture shock. 
4 yorkincf Qqss 
It's Thursday and like all (he yesterdays before, I make 
breakfast, clean the bedsitt<5r up, engineer my face with 
mascara and shadow and use deodorant that smells like 
fly spray so I'll be confident in the rush hour. Does your 
new lover wear deodorant? Does she wash your 
clothes by hand? Does she use Softly for the finer 
things? Today I'll wear the brown velvet suit and leave 
my hair down, Ihc perm should last for a few months 
more. The coffee's cold by now, the eggs are reliably 
underdone. Lock the front door, catch the usual bus and 
smile at the conductor who gives me half-fare. 1 sit near 
the window, the smoke from my cigarette curls up 
inlo the rain outside. 1 feel better going to work on a 
rainy day, more worthwhile. She doesn't work much 
does she? She models part time, her radiant smile is on 
posters and billboards, someone has drawn a moustache 
on her in Victoria Road. You must have been going to 
bed with her when you were living with me. Was it fate 
that decreed you should work at that particular agency, 
that you should work together that day? Two years 
with me and you preferred the Pretty Pegs Toothpaste 
Girl. My stop, the wind carries old lolly wrappers into 
my path as I walk the two blocks to the office. Coat off, 
sitting at my desk Joanna, the receptionist, reminds me 
how '(riffic' her Frank is, took her to the ballet last 
night, you know. Morning gossip, morning tea, a soggy 
Iced Vovo stares at me from the saucer, does all the 
world hale a ditched twenty-eight year old? The 
weekend is not far away, I'll wear that black silk dress to 
Jerry's party on Sunday, should be some nice men 
there, might go to that new wine bar that's opened in 
Woollahra. 1 wonder what she's doing now? She obsesses 
me, is she watching the midd-iy movie with Lauren 
Bacall? Is she fantasizing some deviation over a cup of 
Bonox? She might still be in bed or out on an assignment 
being pampered by a photographer, her hair blowing 
delicately on a sea breeze. No one thought il v^ ouId last 
this long and I hoped it wouldn't. When you left 
that day with all your funny old Balinese prints, that, 
cracked vase you loved tucked under your arm, it was 
as though you were going on a holiday, I thought you'd 
be back, something borrowed, something blue, you 
needed a change and she was it. 
I'm not jealous of her, it's something more than 
that, unquestionable hatred would be closer to it, an 
evilness far stronger than the power one imagines love is. 
Did my interest in the occult make that distance between 
us more? You thouglit my friends were freaks, weirdos, 
long haired madmen baring pentagrams, you said. 
My interest in snakes infuriated you, but one had to make 
considerations in any rclalionship, you said. 
Twelve o'clock on the button, lunch downstairs in 
the milk bar, a strawberry malted and a salad roll. 
Outside, fresh-faced boys from the Mailing Departmenl 
boast of their exploits and a few dolly birds litter 
relentlessly about some new executive on the third 
floor. I walk around the shops like a caged tiger, ready 
for the next curtain call. Back in the air-conditioned 
office, the afternoon drips on, letters to type, more 
envelopes to be licked, more tea to drink and more gossip. 
Finally, the bus home, the flat warming with a radiator 
and I pour a glass of red wine. The televiiion is turned 
off after five minutes of a quiz show, \ feel too alone 
tonight. I suppose you and she are dining out, I imagine 
her Pretty Pegs sparkling by the glow of candlelight and 
you touch her ami gently, annoyed at the waiter's 
attention to her, is that what you're doing? 1 still have 
my friends the snakes and lift a book from the shelf 
qbout Mambas, the fastest snakes alive. Rather than jusl 
protecting their territory they chase you and their • 
poison is almost instantaneous. 
You couldn't understand their beauiy, could you? 
The perfection of their bodies, their beautifully 
sculptured heads, Jitte as knives. I pick out an old folder 
of spells, just for a joke. There is one called the snake 
charmer's chant, I repeat the lines, a low hum or is it 
a hiss, fills the loungeroom, my eyes are closing, 1 feel 
a change, I didn't mean to . . . 
It's fortunate that I left the front door open, couldn't 
reach it otherwise, I feel my newly formed fangs at" ihe 
corners of my mouth and my long sleek torso rustles 
down the stairs. Should reach your place in fifteen 
minutes if I'm not spotted, yes, better take, the back 
lanes, my scales glide silently through the gutters, nearly 
to your house, is she a good runner? Does she exercise each 
morning fo keep the weight down? Will you kill me 
afterwards, when she is finally dead? Now, your front 
window was ajar slightly, I'm in the front bedroom, 
closer now, the feel of rich carpet on my belly, I see my 
target, her well-shaped calf is visible from under the sofa 
and you are sitting, reading in the other chair, she's 
watching television and yes. Miss Pretty Pegs is laughing... 
Laratne Roche has published poems in New Poetry, 
Leather jacket, and tfte forthcoming anthology of women's 
poetry edited by Kale Jennings for Outback Press in 
Melbourne, Mother I'm Rooted. 
™-"e Wrote/ 
[you're being unreasonable, why don't v l ? ' ^'^^' 
Do you have to be so insecuT.9 <S. V ^ " ^' ' '^ '""c? 
burned his wife and b S h "^^ mentally 
U a p e of his i^nt' ^ ^'''" ' '^°^^" ^^"'"Wing (he 
and 
The reality was merely a way of talking. The book 
of poems she'd written was better than watching TV. 
It took up more time. It's jusl a matter of getting the 
stuff together, of blowing it out and catching the pieces 
in your hand. Reality, the fragments, and the meat the 
sword cuts. 
BOOK NEWS 
Cunning Exiles'is a collection of new critical essay.' 
on modern fiction edited by Don Anderson and 
.Stephen Knight (Angus & Robertson). Contents are 
Martin Johnston on Borges, Terry Sturm on Christina 
Stead, Brian Kiernan on Patrick White, Rosemary 
Creswell on Malcolm Lowry, Michael Wilding on Alan 
Sillitoe, B.K. Martin on spy fiction, Mark Scott on . 
tough gujf thrillers, and the editors on Norman Mailer 
and Flann O'Brien. 
/ i 
i v 
A new monograph from Oxford University PresS'^.;^f 
"Australian Writers and Their Work" series is Tahmt" 
Story editor Brian Kiernan's Criticism, an historial and 
critical survey of Australian literary criticism through 
the last century and a quarter. 
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The recent statements of politicians, both in Canberra and Queens-
land, have thrown up a lot of confusion regarding the future of free-
ways in Brisbane. However what has not been said is more important 
than all the waffling as an examination of the various statements will 
show. 
CONCERN AND ENQUIRIES.. 
The Federal Labor Government 
has not cut off funds for the North-
ern Freeway. At present they have 
just launched another "study of the 
situation" and as they don't have 
any deep theoretical objections to 
freeways being built the decision 
will still be made in terms of what 
is most politically expedient. 
The Minister for Urban and Reg-
ional Development, Mr. Tom Uren 
recently addressed students at a 
lunchtime rally at this University. 
All he said was that freeways are 
not always the best answer to trans-
port problems (!) and that he fav-
oured more careful decentralised 
planning. His ignorance of the Bris-
bane situation was glaring and he 
constantly had to refer to Sydney 
and Melbourne for examples. Bris-
bane is considered a poor sister 
even though it has the worst public 
(ransport crisis as well as nearly (he 
Iarges( freeway sys(em planned for 
any Australian city. In the south 
the many very active Resident 
Acrion Groups force the Govern-
ment to liVe up to their rhetoric 
and restrain'the developers; Mr. 
Uren's Brisbane audience sat con-
tentedly munching their sandwichs, 
most hardly noticed when his mic-
rophone broke down. 
Although the Labor party sal-
vaged the right to control freeway 
spending from the remains of the 
much vaunted Roads Bill it is far 
from clear when they wil! exercise 
this power. The enquiry into the 
Northern freewUy is so private no-
one knows who is running it or by 
when it will be finished. It is ess-
ential that this enquiry be held in 
public and open for all people to 
express their opinions. Only by 
planning wilh the full participarion 
of residents can socially responsive 
development take place. 
NOT TO MENTION POLICIES. 
People attending Expo-Uni may 
have been surprised to hear a spoke-
sman for the State branch of the 
Labor Party admit that they had no 
policy at all on freeways. This 
despite the fact that the State Gover-
nment under Bjelke Peterson intends 
to spend over 600 million dollars on 
freeways. However when one reflects 
on the past silence of both Mr. 
Houston and Mr. Tucker it is hardly 
surprising. Nor when you consider 
that it is a Labor Lord Mayor, Clem . 
Jones who has presided over the 
dismantling of Brisbane's public 
transport system. There are fewer 
buses in service now than there 
were in 1961 and they spend much 
less time on the road. 
...WHILE DESTRUCTION 
CONTINUES... 
The determination of Bjelke 
Peterson and Camm to push ahead 
with their grand scheme is undiminis-
hed. Despite having been caught short 
of money this year resumptions are still 
going ahead only more slowly. They 
probably hope that by having a cleared 
corridor ready the Labor Government 
will be forced to fund construction 
regardless of any reports or recomm-
endations. 
On 4th September Guilio Cerasani, 
a resident of MarkwellSt., Bowen Hills, 
lost his property in a forced settlement 
in the Land Court. Although the 
procedures heavily favour the. Main-
Roads Dept., he received $9,000 more 
than their "final offer". This also 
means that Guilio's house and the 
Freeway Centre at 15 Markwell Street 
become MRD property on the 4th 
November and they are sure to waste 
no time in demolishing them. The 
feeling amongst residents strongly 
favours resisting this pointless des-
truction and demonstrating in as large 
a body as possible their opposition to 
freeways and the totally inadequate 
compensation offered. Bowen Hills 
can be saved but only through the 
residents working closely together 
helped by sympathetic students and 
unionists. 
Andrew Herington. 
AND 
IN LIEU OF 
A 
FREEWAY... 
One of the tentative plans for a 
Markwell Street house now demo-
lished was to turn it into a women's 
shelter. 
The lack of immediate accommo-
dation is one of the strongest factors 
that force women to remain in des-
tructive situations. Others are the 
threat of physical or emotional heav-
ying to return to the "marital home" 
and lack of money. Another is that 
most women, before reaching the 
point of leaving, have severely deple-
ted their nervous energy. 
One of the few effective guaran-
tees of freedom from oppressive sit-
uations is ntobility. This is a near 
impossibility in practice for most 
women with children. (Mobility is 
legally denied children, who have 
no right at all to chose their place 
of habitation.) 
A women's shelter initiated and co-
ordinated by feminists could offer not 
only immediate accommodation, and 
protection from various sorts of bully-
ing as well as an emotional breathing 
space before having to cope with day-
to-day problems, and ideally provide 
some meaningful human contact for 
women who are in distressed states. 
I am not sure how to define a des-
tructive situation, except in general 
terms, wliich would be inappropriate. 
However, it should at least cover wom-
en in danger of being bashed, and wom-
en are more or less permanently depre-
ssed because of their situation. I feel 
that the only relevant judgment would 
be the individual'woman's subjective 
assessment of her situaUon. 
Earlier this year, a representative 
of W.E. L. presented a submission to 
the Qld Govemment advocating the 
establishment of a shelter for what a 
A booklet on Brisbane's freeways, 
and tltc consequences of building them 
is soon to be finished, ft is the result of 
a lot of research by a group of students 
and residents of Bowen Hills and includes 
a set of proposals to akviate Brisbane's 
chronic transport problems. People 
wishing lo contact the Brisbane Freeway 
Protest and Compensation Cotnmitee 
and help in Ihe fight to preserve Bris-
bane's inner suburbs can do so dirough 
tbe Centre at Markwell Street. 
THEUNION 
official notices 
(CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS 
Notice is hereby given that the 
foUowmg mo (ions proposing to 
amend (he constitution will be 
considered by Union Council at 
its meeting on Thursday 10th. 
October, 1974. 
THAT SI:CnON 13.1 OF Tltli CONSTIT-
UTION BE AMENDED «Y THI-: ENACT-
MENT OF A NEW CLAUSE (I) TO READ 
AS FOLLOWS: (1) The Qiairperson of tlic Women's Rights 
Standing Committee who shall be elected 
by llic female members of Ihc Union 
and who .shall be a female member of 
llie Union. 
THAT SECTION 45.4 OF TIIE CONSTIT-
UTION BE AMENDED BY THE ENACT-
newspaper report described as "battered 
wives and children." While there is no 
question that govemment bodies should 
be prepared to do this, I do not think 
it is at all desirable that it be left to them. 
The Qld Government's consistent treat-
ment of women on family welfare pay-
ments, unmarried mothers and state wards 
is enough reason for at least offering 
women an alternative to their care. 
Apart from any fringe nastinesses such 
as a government employee being able 
to decide who was and was not eligible 
it would be essentially patriarchal. As 
other people have pointed out, the 
State assumes the role of husband/father 
in families dependant upon it. Out of 
the frying pan into the fire. 
Whatever your views arc on the valid-
ity of the nuclear family, it must be ad-
mitted that for many people it is a shat-
tered institution. The break up of a fam-
ily has a far reaching impact on the Uves 
of the individuals concemed, because 
nearly the whole of modem culture as-
sumes that people ultimately live in nuc-
lear family groupings. A person emerg-
ing from a collapsed or collapsing nuc-
lear family finds herself in an environ-
ment which tries its hardest to avoid re-
cognising her existence, Jet alone mak-
ing any provision for her needs. For 
many women, this is aggravated by eco-
nomic dependence and isolation from 
almost any kind of human ( as opposed 
to role} relaUonships. 
Damage to individuals caused by the 
nuclear family institution is so all-per-
vasive that it is very difficult to identify 
and rectify it. 
But somewhere along the line we have 
to do something besides approving soc-
ial service payments, voicing cliches a-
bout the objective polttrcal situation or 
exemplifying an alternative life-styie 
(ha( most people are light years away 
from. A women's shelter would be a good 
beginning. 
Katrina Barber. 
MENT OF A NEW CLAUSE (d) TO READ 
AS FOLLOWS: (d) The Women's Riglits Fund. 
NOTICE OF MEETING 
Notice of Meeting is hereby given that 
the next meeting of the 63rd Council 
of the University of Queensland Union 
will be held in the J.D. Story Council 
Chamber on Thursday, 10 October, 
1974 at 6.30 p.m. 
APPOINTMENTS 
The following non-votinr '^  sitions arc 
available 
1 Part-time Emplo ment Officer 
1 Media Committee Member 
I Women's Rights Committee 
Member 
Please submit nominations for the above 
meeting to the Union Secretary before 
the commencement of the meeting on 
10 October, 1974, 
Mari Anna Shaw 
Acting Union Secretary # 
• < ^ 
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Ernest Mandei, one of the best-
known leaders of the Fourth Inter-
national recently toiu-ed Australia 
in early September. His tour spons-
ored by the Communist League 
and the Socialist Workers League, 
the two sympathising organisations 
of the Fourth International in Aus-
tralia. During his stay, he addressed 
public meetings in Brisbane, Sydney 
Melbourne and Adelaide. 
His tour was significant in many 
ways. In 1970, Mandei was preven-
ted from entering Australia by the 
previous Liberal-Country Party Gov-
ernment. He was to have been a 
main speaker at a Socialist Schol-
ars Conference in Sydney. Mr Lynch, 
then Immigration Minister said that 
Mandel's proposed visit was "against 
the national interest". At that time, 
several leading Labor Party parlia-
mentarians including Labor Treasu-
rer Mr Frank Crean asked questions 
in the House concerning the arbitary 
exclusion of Mandei. His visit on this 
occasion will break this reactionary 
bah and set a precedent for lifting 
of the bans in the United States, in 
France, in Switzerland and in Ger-
many. . 
Mandei, who is also a noted Marx-
ist economist, spoke in Australia on 
the crisis of the capitalist economy, 
the new rise of workers struggles in 
Europe as well as the situation in 
the Soviet Union. 
(The following review appeared 
in the May 9 issue of Inprecor, a 
fortnightly publication of the Uni-
ted Secretariat of the Fourth Inter-
national.) 
The Gulag Archipebgo testifies to a threefold tragedy. First, the trag-
edy of the Stalinist purges that struck at millions of Soviet citizens, 
among them the majority of the old cadres of the Bolshevik Party, who 
were innocent of the crimes they were chained with. Second, the trag-
edy of a present-day generation of rebel intellectuals in the Soviet Un-
ion whose experience with Stalinism has led them to reject Leninism 
and Marxism and who are thus incapable of understanding the causes 
of Stalinist repression, the present reality of the Soviet Union, or the 
solutions required by the crisis of Soviet society. And third, the person-
al tragedy of a writer of exceptional talent who, because of his inability 
to understand the origins and character of the evil he is confronted 
with, has come to reactionary conclusions that to some extent even 
adopt the theories with which Stalin and his executioners justified 
their crimes in the past — the same theories that are used to justify, 
the repression that is once again striking political oppositionists in 
the U.S.S.R. 
STALIN'S WORLD OF 
CONCENTRATION 
CAMPS 
The first subject of The Gulag Archi-
pelago is the world of forced-labor camps 
created by Stalin and the GPU. During 
Stalm's reign the inmates of these camps 
numbered in the millions, the overwhelm-
ing majority of them deported, if not exe-
cuted, in obvious violation of Soviet leg-
ality. They were railroaded to the camps 
by a whole range of monstrous arbitrary 
procedures: torture, total suppression of 
all the rights guaranteed by the Soviet 
Constitution; use of secret decrees that 
themselves violated the constitution and 
the penal code. 
Solzhenitsyn has assembled a mass of 
testimony about the conditions under 
which the great Stalinist purges took 
place. He especiaUy denounces the dir-
ect responsiblity for these crimes bome 
by the team around Stalin. Not just the 
Berias and Yezhovs, but also the Kaga-
noviches and the Molotovs, the men 
whose complicity accounts for the reluc-
tance of so many bureaucratic dipitaries 
to press ahead after the Twentieth Con-
gress of the Soviet Communist Party with 
the plan of bringing all Stalin's crimes to 
light. 
Solzhenitsyn recounts in detail the con-
demnations and deportations of whole 
categories of citizens; all the personnel of 
the East China railway, all the Korean 
communist refugees in the U.S.S.R. most 
of thie old fighters of the Austrian Schutz-
bund, most of the former merhbers of the 
Leftish Red Guard, who had played such 
an important role in the victory of the 
October Revolution and the creation of 
the Red Army. 
To be sure, those (in (he Wes(f) who 
have been able to read Leon Tro(sky's 
books The.Revoludon Betrayed and 
The Crimes of Stalin or (he book on 
(he Sovie( Labor camps by (he Men-
sheviks Dallin and Nikolayevsky will 
not learn anything basicaUy new from 
the Gulag Archipelago. But tihey will 
appreciate the series of vignettes through 
which the great novelist Solzhenitsyn 
sketches the personalities he met in pri-
son and in the camps: the old. revolution-
ary worker Anatoly Ilyich Fastenko; 
chief technician S-vs, prototype of the . 
careerist bureaucrat; M.P. Yakobovich 
the old Menshevik^  later a Bolshevik and 
victim ofthe first witch-hunt trial (the 
dry run for the future Moscow trials); A* 
M.D. Ryumin, the Vice-Minister of 
State Security who in the realm of de-
pravity surpassed even the sinister Aba-
kumov, Stalin's right-hand man, and who 
seems to have been the organiser of the 
"doctors' plot," which was intended to 
set offa massive new purge that was just 
barely averted by the death of the tyr-
ant. These unforgettable sketches, which 
join those of The First Circle and One 
Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich, are 
no doubt the most valuable part of the 
Gulag Archipelago. 
The book also contains details on 
the tortures used by the GPU to extratt 
confessions from the accused. Here Solz-
henitsyn generally cofirms Trotsky's con-
clusion that lack of a political outlook 
independent of Stalinism (that k, the pol-
itical capitulation of Stalin's unfortunate 
victims before the bureaucratic dictator-
ship) was the real basis of the confessions. 
One of the rare sensational revelations 
of The Gulag Archipelago is that there 
were some trials that turned out badly 
for the bureaucracy, trials in which the 
accused retracted their confessions and 
turned the accusarions not only against 
Stalin's policies, which were often respon-
sible for the "crimes" the prisoners were 
accused of. Such was the case in the trial 
of the Communist leaders in the small vil-
lage of Kadyj in the district of Ivanov. 
The general impression that comes . 
but of this important part of The'Gulag 
Archipelago is a thorough condemnation 
df insritutionalised repression as a sys-
tem of govemment, for that was the ob-
jective character of the Stalinist purges. 
A regime based neither on the political ' 
support of the laboring masses nor on 
the satisfaction of their material needs 
must resort to terror, which becomes , 
the main state institution. That is the 
most striking aspect of the StaUnist worid 
of concentration camps, and not the sup-
posed "economic" contribuUon that pri-
son labor is said to have made to the in-
dustrialisation of the USSR. 
' continued page 13 
BELOW: Bolshevik-Leninists in a Siberian labour camp. The banners read: "Against the Right Nepmen (f^ew Economic Policy) 
Bureaucracy" and "Long Live the Dictatorship of the Proletariat." Solzhenitsyn tries to claim that all Bolsheviks capitulated 
before Stalin. '• • • . • • • . , . • 
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continued from page 12 
Those who blindly denied the reality 
of that terror or who still deny it today 
do not contribute one iota to "defend-
ing the cause of communism." On the 
contrary, (hey cover up foul crimes ag-
ainst communism and agains( (he Sov-
ie( working class, crimes that are all the ' 
more pernicious In (ha( (hey have dis-
credited and continue (o discredK (he 
cause of communism in (he eyes of a 
no( inconsiderable sec(ion of (he world 
proletariat. 
DID STALIN ONLY CONTINUE 
WHAT LENIN AND TROTSKY 
HAD STARTED? 
If there were nothing in The Gulag 
Archipelago except denunciation of 
Stalin's crimes sprinkled with a few ob-
servations on the old theme that "len-
inism is at bottom responsible for the 
crimes of Stalin," it would be enough 
merely to defend Solzhenitsyn against 
the bureaucracy's repression while re-
gretting his ideological confusion. 
But the reality is otherwise. In The 
Gulag Archipelago, Solzhenitsyn system-
atically attempts to demonstrate with 
facts and figures that institutionalised 
terror began at the time of the October 
Revolution. This is the second central 
theme ofthe book, and it is scarcely 
less developed that the first one. Pre-
sented with a mass of evidence and in 
the impassioned language of an author 
whose literary talent need not be dem-
onstrated, an author who presents him-
self to millions of readers adorned with 
the halo of a victim of contemptible 
persecurion, this theme will have a deep 
influence on the people of the capitalist 
countries as well as those of the bureau-
era tised workers* states. 
The dialectical interplay between Sol-
zhenitzyn and the Soviet bureaucracy on 
this point immediately asserts itself as 
fundamentally counter-revolutionary, in-
capable of answering Solzhenitsyn's ar-
guments the Kremlin bolsters the credi-
bility of the Moralist's thesis by heaping 
slanders and lies upon him and by ex-
pelling him from his country, thus fac-
ilitating his efforts to drag Bolshevism 
Marxism and the workers' movement 
through the mud. And the circle is clo-
sed when the Kremlin uses Solzhenit-
syn's reactionary ideology to "prove" 
, that the opposifion in the USSR is coun-
ter-revolutionary and that, after all, free-
dom of expression has to be "controlled" 
in order to avoid the appearance of "two, 
three, many Solzhenitsyns" - with or 
. without talent. 
It would take a long book to refute 
in detail Solzhenitsyn's slanders of the 
October RevoluUon. We hope that a 
revolutionary Marxist militant will write 
such a book. That would confirm once 
again who are the real heus and contin-
uators of Bolshevism. Here we can deal 
only with the most essential points. 
First, let's look at the facts. Here 
the moralist Solzhenitsyn begins with , 
an enormous fraud. In dozens of pages 
he lays out a detailed description of the 
red terror. But not a word abou( (he 
white terror that came first and that led 
to the Bolsheviks' response! 
Not a word about the generosity of 
the revolutionists m October, November, 
and December, 1917 when they freed 
most, if not all, of their prisoners; like 
General Kaledin; for example, who quick-
ly responded by unleashing a wave of ter-
ror and assassinations against the prolet-
ariat in power! Not a word about the 
thousands of communists, commissars, 
and soldiers traitorously murdered thro-
ugh-out a country put to the torch and 
drowned in blood with the aim of re-
establishing the rule of the landlords " 
and capitalists. Not a word about the " 
armed attacks on Bolshevik leaders -
not imaginary attacks, like the ones the 
victims of the Moscow trials were accus-
ed of, but real ones, like the assassina-
tion of Volodarsky and the attempted 
assassination of Lenin! Not a word about 
tiie mtervehtion of foreign armies, about' 
the invasion of Soviet territory on seven 
different fronts! Solzhenitsyn the "mora-
list" and "nationalist" is singulariy re-
duced in stature by presenting such a 
- one-sided analysis. 
And further on the level of facts: Sol-
zhenitsyn tries to prove too much, and • 
he winds .up provuig nothing; In trymg 
to draw a parallel between the "absence 
of law and legality" during the early 
. y6ars of the revolution and the similar 
alKcnce under StaUn, Solzhenitsyn cites 
Pa series of court speeches by the Bolshe-
vik Commissar of Justice Krylenko. But 
what does this "evidence." prove? That 
"under Lenin and Trotsky, there were no 
confessions extracted under torture, 
that the accused were able to defend 
themselves freely - and not without 
PACE 13 
chance of success - that these trials 
were hardly witch-hunt trials, but rat-
her revolutionary ones, doubtiessly 
sometimes based on circumstantial and 
insufficient evidence, as Is always the 
case in a revolutionary period, but a 
thousand miles removed from the cari-
catures of justice staged by Stalin. 
Two trials cited by Solzhenitsyn 
himself perfectly illustra'te the%asic 
difference between the Bolshevik re-
volution and the S(alinist counter- rev-
olution. 
V.V. Oldenberger, an old apolitical 
engineer who was chief technician of 
the Moscow waterworks, was persecuted 
by a Communist cell that wanted to re-
move him because he was so apolitical. 
He was driven to suicide. Solzhenitsyn 
waxes indignant about the corrupt, ignob-
le Communist plotters in this factory. 
It's not until you read to the end of Sol-
zhenitsyn's account that you find out 
that the trial he is talking about was 
organised by the Soviet state to defend 
Oldenberger, a trial organised against the 
Communist cell that had persecuted him, 
a trial that ended by sentencing his per-
secutors, a trial that proved that the wor-
kers in the plant had been able to freely 
elect Oldenberger to the Soviet against 
the unanimous pressure of the Commun-
ist cell. 
The second trial involved a Tolstoyan, 
a determined opponent of bearing arms 
who was condemned to death at the hei-
ght of the civil war for conscientious ob-
jection. That trial ended in an even more 
dramatic fashion. The soldiers assigned to 
guard the condemned man justifiably con-
sidered the verdict monstrous. So they or-
ganised a general assembly in the barracte 
and sent a motion to the city soviet de-
manding that the verdict be over-turned. 
And they won I • 
So we have workers who can elect an 
apolitical technician to the soviet des-
pite the opposition of a Communist cell 
composed of members who were at 
best ultra-setftarians and at wont totally 
corrupt careerists. We have soldier, who 
revolt against the verdict of a court, or-
ganise a general assembly, interfere in 
the "great affairs of state," and save the 
life of their prisoner. Solzhenitsyn - with-
out realising it ~ is describing the real dif-
ference between an era of revolution and 
an era of counter-revolution. Let him 
cite similar examples from the Stalin 
era to prove that basically it was the same 
under L«nin and under Stalin! 
No Leninist worthy of the name would 
be so obstinate as to deny today that the 
Soviet regime made mistakes both in mat-
ters of repression and in political deci-
sions. And how could it be otherwise 
with leaders who had the formidable hon-
or of being the first in history to con-
struct a state m the service of the workers 
and all the exploited on the scale of a 
vast country from powerful enemies, 
and who had to do it without bemg able 
to rely on precedents, instead develop-
ing their theories as they went along? 
Today we know it was a mistake to 
step up the repression when the civil 
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Two views within the Soviet Opposition: Pyolr Grigorenko (left), and Alexander 
Solzhenitsyn (right). How much easier it is for the bureaucracy to be able to 
denounce Solzhenitsyn's anti-socialist ideology, than a defender of genuine Lenin-
ism like Grigorenko. 
war was over, that it was a mistake to 
suppress all the other Soviet parties in 
1921 and thereby institutionalise one-
party rule and it was a mistake to ban 
factions within the party. All these mea-
sures were conceived at the time as temp-
orary and taken in response to immediate 
difficulties. They were characterised by 
an over-estimation of the immediate 
danger posed by the counter-revolution 
which actually had been beaten and dis-
persed, and by an underestimation of 
the demoralising consequences they 
would have for the consciousness and 
activity of the proletariat in a political 
climate characterised more and more by 
administrative repression and less and 
less by the conscious participation of the 
masses. These measures facilitated the 
poUtical expropriation of the prole-
tariat, the strangulation of intemal demo-
cracy in the Bolshevik Party, and the 
establishment of the bureaucracy's dic-
tatorship. But all this could not have 
been known with certainty at the time. 
We know it today. And the Fourth Inter-
national has drawn all the necessary pro-
grammatic conclusions. 
But those who denounce the Bolshe-
viks today have to look at what real alt-
ernatives existed at the time. They have 
to take account of the terrible respons-
ibility of the German Social Dettiocracy 
(that is, Menshevism), which by'drown-
ing the German revolution in blood, 
paved the way first for Stalin and then 
for Hitler. They have to consider the 
fate that awaited the workeis and pea-
sants in Germany, where the revolution 
was not defended mercilessly and effec-
tively. The thousands of victims of Hor-
thy's white terror in Hungary - to cite 
just one example - would have been 
nothing compared to the hundreds of 
thousands of workers and peasants who 
would have been massacred in Russia 
had the white terror been victorious. 
That rather seems to speak in favour of 
the justice of the Bolsheviks. 
THE SCAPECiOAT OF IDEOLOGY 
Solzhenitsyn is on even weaker gro-
und when he moves from the realm of 
facts to the realm of ideology, hi seek-
ing an explanation for the Stalinist 
terror, all he manages to come up with 
is an attack on ideology, or rather con-
temporary ideological fanaticism. Under 
20th century conditions, he claims, in-
quisitionists, conquistadors, colonisers, 
fascists; jacobins, and - obviously -
Marxists would all be transformed into 
the murderers of millions of their con-, 
temporaries. 
The first thing that is striking about 
this little list is that it is, to say the 
least, incomplete. Why has Solzhenitsyn 
forgotten religious fanaticism? Religious 
wars have "caused" the death of millions 
of people throughout history. And what 
about nationalism and the ideology of . 
"defence of the fatheriand" in the im-
perialist countries, which in the Utst 
worid war alone "caused" more deaths 
than the entire Stalinist terror? Is Solz-
henitsyn's forgetf ulness perhaps a re-
sult of the fact that he is the advocate 
of these twoideologies, religion and 
nationalism? 
What is also striking is the extremely 
superficial cKaracter of Solzhenitsyn's 
explanation. Why has the same "ideo-
logy" produced murderous fanaticism 
in some epochs and liberal and peace-
ful tolerance in others? Is it really for 
"ideological reasons?" Or is it rather 
because definite and tangible material 
interests were at work? 
Solzhenitsyn likes (o "count up" (he 
victims of the Stalinis( purges and com-
pare (he (o(al (0 (he (ally rung up by 
(saris( and fascis( repression. Bu( these 
"quantitative" comparisons can be ex-
tended. What "ideology" was i( (ha( 
"fanaticised" (he semi.illitera(e book-
burners in Chile, who in the space of 
a few days killed 20,000 people and 
imprisoned 40,000 others? These fig-
ures that on the scale of fhe USSR would 
amount to 600,000 murdered and 1.2 
million deported! In (he space of a few 
days! Stalin would be green with envy. 
Were the book burners motivated by 
"ideological fanaticism" or by the des-
ire to defend private property and the 
eternal values of "free enterprise" and 
capitalist exploitation? 
And what about the famous "crlisade" 
that Franco organised in 1936 to "re-
conquer" the country that had "fallen • 
into the hands of the reds" - a crusade 
that resulted in the murder of more than 
a million Spaniards by "nationalist 
troops?" On the scale of theUSSRthat 
would be the equivalent of 9 million dead, 
if we were to play Solzhenitsyn's numbers 
game. Was it really some sort of "ideology" 
that could have provoked such a frightful 
massacre? Wasn't it rather an attempt - at 
any price, even the price of rivers of blood 
- to prevent the establishment of a work-
ers and poor peasants regime on the Iber-
ian peninsula? 
It is only Marxism that can explain 
•and account for the succession of periods 
of barbarism and civihsation throughout 
human history. When a class is firmly in 
power, sure of itself and its future, when 
its strength is increasing and social con-
tradictions are temporarily easing, then 
it can afford the luxury of ruling through 
relatively peaceful and civilized means. 
(Except for moments when its power is 
suddenly challenged; then we have the 
massacres of the Communards by the 
Versaillais, even in the nineteenth cen-
tury, so "civilised" and peaceful in com-
parison to our own "barbaric" epoch.) 
But when a ruling class is in decline, 
when its power is crumbling, when its 
regime is torn by deeper and deeper con-
tradictions, then barbarisiii comes to the 
surface again and the reality of class do-
mination appears in its bloodiest form. 
Our epoch is the epoch of the death 
agony of the capitalist system. The 
longer this death agony is prolonged, 
the more features of barbarism, bloody 
repression and contempt for human life 
will proliferate. In this historic sense, 
Stalin is a product of capitalism, just 
as much as Hitier, Auschwitz, Hiroshima, 
and the bombing and defoliation of 
Vietnam. He is not the product of 
Soviet society or the October Revolu-
Uon. 
In a narrower and more immediate 
sense, Stalinist (error is (he produc( of 
(he victory of political counter-revolu-
tion in (he Soviet Union. The fact (hat 
Stalin had to exterminate a whole gene-
ration of revolutionists who had led (he 
October Revolution and erec(cd (he Sov-
iet state is in Kself sufficient to refute 
the1den(i(y SoIzhenKsyn arbitrarily es-
(ablishfs be(ween.the executioner and 
his victims. This political counter-revo-
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lution in turn represents definite mate-
rial and social interests: those of a pri-
vileged bureaucratic layer that while bas-
ing itself on (he new property relations 
created by the socialist revolution, de-
fends ils own monopoly of economic 
and political control as well as the im-
mense advantages that it draws from the 
prevailing conditions of prolonged scar-
city. 
By rejecting Marxism Solzhenitsyn 
and those who think like him render them-
selves incapable of explaining the events 
that have so deeply affected them. 
Trotsky was fond of quoting Spinoza: 
"Do not laugh, do not cry, but under-
stand." Solzhenitsyn laughs bitterly and 
cries a great deal. But he doesn't under-
stand very much. 
MORALISTIC POLITICS 
CAUGHT IN ITS OWN TRAP 
The contradictions in Solzhenitsyn's 
thought - consequences of his rejection 
of Marxism - come through in the most 
striking fashion when the moralist is 
forced to abandon even the most ele-
mentary moral considerations when deal-
ing with the Marxists of our epoch, es-
pecially Trotsky and the Trolskyists. hi 
order to justify his claim that Stalin was 
the continuator and not the gravedigger 
of Bolshevism, Solzhenitsyn (ries to de-
nionstrate that all the Bolsheviks aided 
Stalin, capitulated before him, collabor-
ated in his crimes, and were accomplices 
in his frame-up trials. 
Beginning from the correct observa-
tion that those who politically capitulated 
before Stalin were logically led to act in 
this way (because, as Solzhenitsyn puts 
it, "politics without moral foundation 
leads inevitably to covering up any crime") 
Solzhenitsyn concludes that all commun-
ists were politically defenceless against 
Stalin and collaborated in the terror of the 
1930s and 1940s. He even goes so far as 
to say that Trotsky himself would have 
confessed to anything the GPU required 
had he fallen into Stalin's hands. This be-
cause Trotsky also lacked an "indepen-
dent outlook" and an ideology really 
independent of Stalinism! Besides, he 
supposedly had no experience with phy-
sical and mental tortures, which would 
have made him able to resist the GPU. 
There is not the slightest evidence to 
support such allegations. They represent 
only a dredged-up version, scarcely even 
amended or edited, of Stalinist slanders 
of Trotskyism. 
To claim that no communist tenden-
cy had an ideological basis independent 
of Stalinist terror and that all commun-
ists therefore were fated to capitulate be-
fore the terror is to sweep away the 15 
years of determined battie waged against 
the Soviet bureaucracy first by the Left 
Opposition and later by the movement 
for the fourth International, a battle 
that was waged on a coherent theoreti-
cal and political basis that has been bril-
liantly confirmed by history. It is to 
insult the memory of thousands of mili-
tants - Trotskyist and others - who re-
fused to capitulate, refused to become 
accomplices in (he parodies of justice, 
and who paid with their lives for their 
loyalty to their principles, demonstrat-
ing courage and strength of character 
unparalleled in history. 
To say that Leon Trotsky did not 
prove his capacity to stand up to person-
al trials is to forget that he continued 
his struggle against Stalinism in spite of 
the CPU's assassination of his children, 
his secretaries, and his closest co-work-
ers, to forget that he continued this op-
position without faltering after a first 
assassination attempt by the GPU, know-
ing that at any moment he was likely to 
be assassinated by Stalin's agents. 
To claim, as Solzhenitsyn does, that 
Trotskyists in the labor camps behaved 
in a sectarian manner and were incapa-
ble of waging hunger strikes for pro-
longed periods in order to win a series 
of demands is to insult the memory of 
(he heroes, who numbered more (han a 
(hou'sand, who launched an 18 week long 
hunger s(rike around a five-poin( prog-
ram defending (he righ(s of all political 
prisoners jusl as (he height of the Stalin-
ist (error. 
it is easy to understand why Solzhen-
itsyn, a determmed opponent of revolu-
tionary Marxism, would follow in Stalin's 
footsteps in wanting to erase from his-
tory the decisive contribution Trotsky-' 
ism made to the struggle against the dic-
tatorship of the Soviet bureaucracy. That 
is only an attempt to breakdown any con-
tinuity between the October Revolution 
and the present political taski posed in 
the Soviet Union. But the immoral met-
hods that Solzhenitsyn has to use to try 
to prove his point once again illustrate 
the dead end of any political outlook 
that claims to be based on absolute mor-
al precepts, a dead end that leads the 
advocates of such outlooks to trample 
on their own principles. 
HISTORICAL JUSTIFICATION 
OF THE OCTOBER 
REVOLUTION 
Solzhenitsyn tries to reduce all Soviet 
reality to the Stalinist and"post-Stalinist 
terror. This reality is supposed to have 
resulted from a revolution>that should 
never have taken place: "Russia was not 
ripe for revolution," he writes. 
But what was it ripe for? For tsarist 
barbarism? For eternal famine, poverty, 
and illiteracy? By challenging the legiti-
macy of the October Revolution — and 
(he legitimacy of revolution in all rela-
tively underdeveloped coun (ries as well 
- SoIzhenKsyn reveals yet another con-
(radicdon in moralis(ic politics. Should 
we weep only for (he dead assassinated 
by terror? What abou( (he deaths caus-
ed by inhuman socio-economic regimes, 
(he (ens of millions who dies durmg the 
great famines in India and pre-revolution-
ary China? Is (his any less deplorable? Are 
(hose dea(hs merely products of blind 
fate before which we must powerlessiy 
bow? 
The results of the October Revolution 
cannot be reduced to the misdeeds of 
the bureaucracy and its terrorist repres-
sion; There are other results of the Octo-
ber Revolution too: the transformation 
in just a few decades of a vast backward 
country into the world' second industr-
ial power, a country in which illiteracy " 
has been eradicated, in which the num-
ber of doctors and the number of new 
books published (including translations!) 
is among the highest in the world, in 
which the infant mortality rate is lower 
than it is in Britain. Those who fight 
against arbitrary police repression in 
the USSR by claiming that it is the in-
evitable result of the October socialist 
revolution cannot help but overlook 
this other aspect of Soviet reality, whicli 
has exactly created the material basis 
for a flowering of real Soviet democracy 
if the power of the bureaucracy is over-
thrown. 
Neither Marx, Lenin, nor Trotsky 
ever believed it would be possible to 
build a real socialist, classless society 
in one country alone, still less-an eco-
nomically underdeveloped country. The 
imperialist epoch is especially charact-
erised by a twofold phenomenon: on 
the'one hand, the international domi-
nation of capital restricts and distorts, 
the development of the backward coun-
tries, and on the other hand revolution-
ary movements themselves tend more 
and more to became international. Solz-
henitsyn regrets this and calls upon the 
Soviet leaders (!) to abandon "commu-
nist messianism," something from which 
they have hardly suffered. But the sligh-
test bit of moral feeling for the misery 
in the worid today and the catastrophes 
that threaten humanity leads instead to 
the conclusion that it is necessary to re-
double efforts to bring about the vic-
tory of the world socialist revolution, 
which would incidentally also contri-
bute to the elimination of arbitrary pol-
ice repression in the bureaucratised 
workers states, that is, to the victory 
of the political revolution in these coun-
tries. 
THE DILEMMA OF THE 
INTELLECTUAL OPPOSITION 
IN THE USSR 
Like the work of any great novelist. 
The Gulag Archipelago reflects not 
only a social situation as a whole, but 
atso the thought of a particular social 
layer. Solzhenitsyn represents the wing 
of (he opposition inteili^en(sia in (he 
' Soviet Union that has reacted to (he 
crimes of Stalin by breaking with Lenin 
and Marx. The importance and breadth 
of this layer even among Soviet youth, 
must not be underestimated. Ils Very 
existence constitutes yet another con-
demnation of the political regime that 
rules in the USSR. 
Here is a society that calls itself soci-
alist, that claims to have eradicated 
antagonistic social contradictions," that 
represents itself as the "most united 
society in the worid," in which genera-
tions of intellectuals born after the rev-
olution arc developing in a manner ever 
more hostile to Marxism! This develop-
ment can only be encouraged by an 
"ideological struggle" waged against 
it by the falsifiers of Marxism whose 
"arguments" in the end come down to 
suppression of writings, deportations, 
banishments, or internment of opposi-
tionists in insane asylums! 
But - an irony of history! - tren-
chant enemies of Stalinism like Solz-
henitsyn and his friends, people who 
reject Leninsim on the grounds that 
it was responsible for Stalinism, re-
mam to a large extent prisoners of 
Stalinist ideology. In large measure they 
move in the universe of myths with 
which Stalin excused and justified his 
crimes. 
These myths are reflected not only 
in the anti-Trotsky ist slanders taken dir-
ectly from the recipe book of the Gene-
ral Secretary. They are also reflected in 
the way this wing of Uie intellectual 
opposition approaches the problems of 
present-day Soviet Society and their 
solution. For there is yet a third theme 
in The Gulag Archipelago, one that is 
less obvious and explicit than the two 
we have been discussing, but is not less 
integral to Solzhenitsyn's thought. That 
theme is the inability of the working 
class to manage (he sta(e and (he econo-
my. It must be stated clearly: This 
theme reflects an intellectual arrogance 
common to technocrats and bureaucrats. 
It is in a passage devoted to the 1930 
. trial of members of the so-called Indus-
trial Party that this notion of Solzheni-
tsyn's comes through most cleariy. In 
(his passage we read that it was logical 
for the technicians to try to impose dis-
cipline in the work-place! That it is logi-
cal that those who "are capable of ratio-
nally organising their activity" would 
stand at the head of society! That it is 
logical that politics should be partially 
determined by the exigencies of techno-
logy! 
The whole technocratic credo, as well 
as the rejection of direct workers' power 
and of soviet power that it implies, has 
been and remains one of the ideological 
bases of Stalinism. It is no accident that 
the same notion is found among Solz-
henitsyn and his friends. Whatjunites 
them with the bureaucracy is that both 
share a refusal to accept the possibility 
of workers exercising power; they share 
the same basic isolation from the life-
style, thought, aspirations, and ideals of 
the working class. 
In this sense, after all is said and done, 
Solzhenitsyn remains an ideological pri-
soner of the bureaucracy, an advocate, 
at bottom of an authoritarian political 
regime - but one without excessive re-
pression. His is the voice of an enlight-
ened authoritarianism that rejects sov-
iet democracy as fundamentally evil 
and Utopian. His political action is 
oriented not toward the masses but 
toward individual protest and "open 
letters" to the Kremlin. 
LITERATDRE 
Once one understands the social 
character of Solzhenitsyn's work, one 
cannot but agree with the position taken 
by both the new Lininists in the USSR 
and by the revolutionary Marxists in 
the capitalist countries: to support . 
the movement for democratic rights 
in the USSR. One Would have to inis-
construe the socio-political relationship 
•of forces in the Soviet Union to believe 
that currents like Solzhenitsyn's, cut 
off from the living forces of the prolet-
ariat that represents the absolute maj-
ority of the active population, could 
seriously threaten the economic foun-
dations of society and initiate a move-
ment for the restoration of capitalism. 
What encourages the rebirth of anti-
worker, anti-rationalist, anti-Marxist, 
and Slavophile tendencies in the repres-
sive and conformist lead weight that 
bears down on Soviet society and fos-
ters political and ideological cynicism 
among the masses. 
The best antidote to these reactionary 
ideologies ~ and in the long run, the only 
effective antidote - is the rebirth of 
-critical political consciousness among 
the masses, which will win them to Marx-
ism. All those who encourage such a 
rebirth are working toward defending and 
strengthening the socio-economic foun-
dations of the USSR. All those who per-
petuate the absence of public political 
debate and differentiation can only en-
courage obscurantism and hostility to 
Marxism, which appears as a state reli-
gion. 
In the Soviet intellectual opposition 
there are many wings and tendencies, 
united only by the common struggle 
against Stalin's crimes and for the real 
reconquest of civil rights that are form-
ally guaranteed; that is, for an application 
of the Soviet constifution. The left wing 
of this opposition, of which Major Gene-
ral Pyotr Grigorenko is the most stirring 
symbol, is composed of surviving old Bol-
sheviks, militant Leninists who by their 
exemplary courage are defending and re-
habilitating Leninism in the eyes of 
Soviet youth. What a windfall it is for 
the Kremlin (o be able to denounce the 
anti-socialist ideology of Solzhenitsyn 
(while of course not daring to publish 
his books in the USSR)! And how rnuch 
more thankless is the bureaucracy's job 
in suppressing oppositionists who claim 
allegiance to Marx and Lenin! 
At a time when the international 
bourgeoisie wants to concentrate 
attention on The Gulag Archipebigo 
in order to divert attention from its 
own crimes and to whip up hostility 
to communism, we must redoiible 
our efforts to free Grigorenko, Yak-
hunovich, and theu: comrades from 
the torturers and to defend the 
rights not only of the Solzhenitsyns 
but also of the Marxist and Leninist 
oppositionists to freely speak, dis-
cuss, publish, and oi^ ganise m the 
USSR! 
Ernest MandeL 
Trotsky and members ofthe Left Opposition fought against the rise of Stalinist 
bureaucracy, but they understood how this could come about.- . 
The Union employs a solicitor on 
each Wednesday from 2 p.m. to 
5 p.m. to provide its members 
with legal advice on any matter. 
Appointments to see the soli-
citor can be made at Union Offke 
each day from 9 a.m, to 5 p.tAl\|.. 
Dale Martin 
Chairman of Public 
Rights Committee 
REVIEWS 
BO DIDDLEY 
Artistic greatness is rarely recog-
nised at its inception, and Bo Did-
dley (Mayne Hall, Sept 30) had his 
share of difficulties at the beginning 
of his musical career - primarily 
racial prejudice. 
However, the press releases for the 
tour show that Bo is one of the immort-
als of the R + B - R + R field. His style 
has exerted a profound influence on 
many of his contemporaries and later 
groups. The Rolling Stones are reckoned 
amongst the groups who copied his style. 
Bo, however, is unimpressed. He is more 
concerned with the present, his own re-
turn to the top in the rock scene and his 
continued success. 
At 44, Bo is stronger than ever, with 
no dimunition of his musical inventive-
ness or his performing ability. Bo is a 
master originator of new rhythmical pat-
terns. 
His first release, "Ilni a Mari"/ Bo'Did-
ley" in 19SS established his music as a 
totally unique form. His early training 
was classical, on violin and his earliest 
musical influences were reUgious. Bo 
claims that all of his music is based es-
sentially-on a reli^ous beat. Other per-
sonal influences were from greats such 
as Muddy Waters and John Lee Hooker. 
A recent release "Bo Diddley - Big 
Bad Bo" reinforces the earlier comments. 
Bo Diddley is alive and well thankyou, 
giving everything his gutsy best - like 
an aging gunfighter blo^ng the smoke 
from his fuming pistol. Bo subscribes to 
the philosophy that the individual is the 
centre of existence. This belief is the 
basis pf his musical originalities and his 
survival through the tough times m his 
career. 
The disc is a mixed bag of Bo -
"Bite You". "He's Got All the Whiskey", 
"Hit or Miss", "You've Got a Lot of 
Nerve", "Stop the Pusher'', "Evelee", 
"I've Been Working". 
All are dominated by Bo's slashing 
demoniac guitar and his laconic singing. 
The songs reflect observations oflife. 
The concert at Mayne Hall will 
be a sellout. Anyone interested 
should get in early to book seats. 
Mick Wilson, 
*Him' a pUiy be E.E. Cummings pre-
sented by the Kedron Park Players 
Cement Box Theatre, October 3 & 
4,7.30 p.m. - $2 student conces-
sion. 
i "WAR.NmG: 'Him' isn't comedy or tra-
1 iedff\'or a farce or p melodrama or any, 
\ otner convenient excuse for going to the 
theatre - in fact, it's a play and because 
you are here, let it play with you. 
' RELAX and give this play a chance 
to strut its stuff - relax, don't worry be-
cause it's not the something else - relax, 
stop wondering what it's all 'about' -
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like many things and familiar things, LIFE 
included, this PLA Y isn't 'about' - it 
simply is" 
E.E. Cummings. 
Go and experience it. Don't think a-
bout it - just feel it. If Him is anything 
it is an expression of our terrible alone-
ness, the meaninglessness of our lives, 
and most of all, our need to be reborn. 
As usual, the Kedron Park Players 
have presented a polished production. 
Peter Murphy, as Him, coped adequate-
ly with his demanding part (in spite of 
fluffing a few lines here and there), while 
Linda Jones as Me presented the role of 
the confused woman at times a little 
woodenly. Most outstanding actor was 
undoubtedly Bob Blanch, as the doctor. 
The scene in which he is "reborn", is 
moving and tender, contrasting sharply 
with the ruthlessness with which the 
rest of the play is communicated. 
Don't try to understand i t - let it 
try lo understand you. 
being implemented) totally floods the 
entire Lake Pedder area. 
Following a full environmental en- • 
quiry, the Federal govemmenl agreed 
to pay for the alternative scheme which 
would save Lade Pedder, and to pay 
for a three year moratorium to allow 
for the implementation of the alternat-
ive scheme. The Tasmanian govemment 
refused to accept this offer and is at 
present destroymg Pedder. 
The area is/was one of exceptional 
beauty and splendour. Pedder is/was 
the home of many unique ahd unob-
trusive eco-systems. It cannot be re-
placed. It need not be destroyed. 
Struggle for Pedder was made only 
recently by a group of Melboume film-
makers, and has not yet been pubiically 
screened in Queensland. 
Attica and Struggle for Pedder will 
be screening at (he Schonell Thealrc on 
Sunday 29 Sep(ember at 5.30 p.m. and 
8.00 p.m. 
THE ATTICA PRISON REVOLT 
Attica is the5tate Prison of New 
York State. In September, 1971, 
after peaceful attempts at prison 
reform had failed, the 1200 in-
mates of Attica staged a revolt in 
which they successfully took over 
the prison and held 35 guards as 
hostages. 
They chose an observer group of well-
known journalists, political activits, and 
politicians to act as go-betweens in the 
prisoners' dealings with the State author-
ities massed outside the prison. They is-
sued a list of 15 demands, which were all 
related to conditions, rules and proced-* 
ures >yithin the prison, which are best 
summarized by one basic demand — to 
be treated as human beings! 
The man who was directly respons-
ible for handling the situation was the 
Governor of New York State, Nelson 
Rockefeller, now Vice-President of the 
US (and "a heartbeat away from the 
Presidency"). After 3 days, despite 
pleas from the observer group for more 
time, Rockefeller authorized the "re-
taking" of the prison. 
In the ensuing onslaught, 31 prison-
ers and 9 hostages were killed by the 
attacking police and troopers and 200 
prisoners weze wounded. This was the 
most violent confrontation to occur 
in the U.S. since the Civil War. 
The prisoners at Attica were united 
in their attempts to effect reforms with-
in the prison, and had presented lists 
of their grievances to State authorities 
in both June and August of 1971. These 
demands were reiterated during the re-
volt, A typical demand was for an im-
provement in the prisoners diet - State 
authorities admitted that they spent 
only 62 cents per day per prisoner on 
food (which was below the level used 
by govemment Welfare aid). It was the 
refusal by Rockefeller and the prison 
authorities to recognise basic human 
needs such as these that caused the 
Attica revolt. It was the refusal by 
these authorities to recognize these 
human needs that murdered 40 people 
at Attica. 
The film on the Attica revolt was 
produced by a group of independent 
filmakers who were invited into Attica 
by the prisoners after they had over-
taken the prison. They have also used 
film shot by State Marshalls and some 
television material. 
THE FIGHT TO SAVE 
LAKE PEDDER 
Lake Pedder is/was a unique fresh-
water lake in a fairly remote area of 
South West Tasmania. The general 
area was chosen some years ago as 
(he.site for the huge Gordon River 
Hydro-Electric project. "'•^^;-... 
In the initial scheme. Lake Fodder, 
(which has been three tiriTes declared 
part of a National Park) was not inclu-
ded in the catchment area, and is still 
not essential to the scheme, which was 
presented to and approved by the Tas- . 
manian government (and wliich is now 
SUNDAY NIGHT AT THE OPERA 
Rialto Theatre, West End Only a short walk from. the St. Lucia ferry 
Following the overwhelming success of their recent season 
of German Opera films, the Brisbane Cinema Group now brings 
to Brisbane dazzling new prints of Italian Operas in magnif-
icent colour, with English sub-titles — 
Sunday SEPTEMBER 29 at 7.30pm: 
DON GIOVANNI ( m o z a r t ) 
Cesare Siepi, Elisabeth Grumner, Otto Edclman, Lisa Delia Casa 
Sunday OCTOBER 13 at 7.30pm: 
THE BARBER OF SEVILLE ( r o s s i n i ) 
Tito Gobbi, Irene Genna.'Cesco Baseggio 
AlUA I VBrfll / s tar r ing Sophia Loren, 
with the voices of Renata Tebaldi, Ebe Stignani, Guiseppe 
" — ^ Campora 
Sunday OCTOBER 20 at 7,30pm: 
TOSGAlpuccinl] 
Franco Corelli, Franca Duval 
Sunday OCTOBER 27 at 7.30pni: 
MADAME BUTTERFLY (puccini) 
Orietta Mosucci, Guiseppe Campora, Anna Maria Canali 
A Brisbane Cinema Group presentation 
v-i.-t,f.r..rjsa!tbJ!i«t5tiytij:t iti risEnirj:5na7?j?e!rsi3fntiTi?5^ ^ 
'ST" 
^^'^M^M^iSimm'>iJ>)ifm^ii'!^m'mr7^^.tfS 
mayne moncJay 
hall fvSL?™''"''°'''30th sept 
?f^«»^^.>>»StfyM«^^mv^w^.>.«t..«>fr.f^Mr;Tr^u•:;u>.^»l^JrtU^K:r••»^lS'^^ 
BOOKINGS 
Cainpus Sound 
and 
Festival Hall 
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NEW LEFT REVOLUTIONIST 
HEAVY STRIKES OUT AT ARCH 
FASCIST COLUMNIST 
Dear sir. 
It was inost.flallcring to he called a 
labor Heavy by your dear friend Mr. 
Terry Gygar in "On the Left" - (wliat 
would I know about being on the lefl). 
I doubt ifl could be called a Heavy after 
my brief time in the Party, and as Secre-
tary ofthe Labor Club, but it was in fact 
mc, as Secretary who invited Mr Urcn -
not some anonymous 'Heavy'. 
Wc did not expect Tom Uren to jump 
on any so-called handv>'agon "to give 
ilicm'someihiitg to attack the Stale 
Govenunent" (though we could find 
PLENTY if we wanted to attack this 
tillraconscnvtivc and reactionary 
Governineni). 
No-one expected liim to lake part 
in "emotive attacks", (something Joh 
is a specialist at), on Queensbnd Free-
way development, hut simply to Icll us 
his Deportment's Raibnal Policies on 
freeways generally. For the record he 
d id-say : 
"Wliat 1 have condemned is the short 
sighted altitude tlial freeways will solve 
all of our transport problems - Encour-
agiii an ever-increasing use of ihc oar 
can only end in social and economic 
chaos. The principle on which 
designs for many freeways have been 
based arc completely opposed to the 
principles applied by the Australian 
Government. We are opposed fo 
radial freeways. Ihope we can dis-
courage mindless attitudes wltich drive 
radial freeways through inner city areas". 
Finally, wc will welcome Tom Uren 
back any time, but I somehow doubt 
that "if the Liberalgroup might think 
about inviting him,"he would return 
the compliment from this conservative 
individual (s?), 
Caroline Mann, 
Secretary, Labor Club 
Ed: The Liberal Candidate for Stafford 
is not a "dear friend" of mine. We have 
a working relationship certainly, but fun-
damentally disagree on a magnificent var-
iety of topics. 
FREEDOM OF SPEECH FOR 
NAZIS? 
THE FRIDAY 13 INCIDENT 
Dear Sir, 
Tltc question of tolerance is one which las 
confronted man since the emergence of dissi-
dents. It has been an issue llial Itas conjured 
up fears of those whose political and social be-
httv'tottrs have not conformed with those ofthe 
majority, ll Itas, I would suggest, been a ques-
tion resolved not in Ihe mafority of cases by 
reason hut by myth, not be deliberation but 
by Itcar-say, itot by concern for the future but 
by expediency for the present. And 1 would 
suggest that the events on Friday I Sat the 
Ernest Mandei lecture, in many ways, reflected 
the above resolutions. 
' The situathn thai eventuated wvs one 
which inmlvcd the concept of tolerance -
tolerance for dissidents whose political 
ideas and actions arc not the nornu 
- To recap the situation as the audience 
was tokl some time afterwards - members 
of the Nazi Party, one of whom we were 
told uwi tltc "notorious skull", tried to en-
ter the Mandei lecture. Tlic audience was 
told tliat "Students and Bbcks" refused 
litem entry because I. their entry would have 
been seen as a "victory for the Nazi Party", 
and 2. because it was asserted that Ihey wo-
ukl disrupt the meeting and, hler as I was 
told by one who agreed with the actions lak- • 
cn and claimed to liave intimate knowledge 
of Nazi tactics, would "kick everybody's face 
In". The Nazis left and we were told returned 
wilh "Smiling Sam" (which was the pun of 
the day) to again be refused with entry upon 
which Sam reportedly tfircalencd some slud-
ents with disciplinary action. The spokcsnvm 
suggested tliat if disciplinary aclkm was tak-
en, the students at the lecture, tn solklarity 
should take acihn against the registrar. How-
ever there does seem to be some doubl as to 
whether Sam was actually trying to let the 
Nazis in, kick them off campus, or come to 
some agreeable resolution with the Marxists 
and Nazi s. (But a scam regard for the facts 
seems to be a citaracleristic of those who 
preach before the masses.) 
It was also mentioned that a student who 
was a former Nazi and who was responsible 
for tltc bombing of tbe East-Wind bookshop 
and wito on sentence was told that he could 
never join or associate with the Nazi Party 
again, was apparently associated in some way 
(we were never toh) how) with the appearance 
ofthe four interstate Nazis. 1 have as yet fai-
led lo sec the real significance of that inform-
ation other than to inform the students that 
a Nazi "actually existed" on campus, or lo 
further pamper the mob sense of action by 
introducing irrelevant material. 
The real issue however, peeled of its tri-
" via, is one of lolcraitcc. flow does one deter-
mine whether dissenting views are lo he tol-
erated? AI what point is the tolerance of. 
some to be upheld whilsc that of others re-
fused? 
One could have argued, as'the pseudo 
marxists seem to have, that those persons 
who are known members of the communist 
party sliould not have been allowed to hear 
Eric Butler of League of Rights fame. 
If one can't liave tolerance on cainpus 
then where the fuck can one have it? 
In a lime when sludents are preaching or 
least are aware of self-tnamgement concepts 
i.e. when students are being persuaded or 
told that they are responsible enough and 
capable enough of determining or dbecting 
their Own future, whether it be academically 
politically or social, another course of action 
al the Mandei lecture woukl Imve seemed 
more in keeping with this concept. That 
course being tlmt the Nazis should Imve been 
altowed to enter, the sttulenis judge for them-
selves tite behaviour of tfie Nazi s and then if 
they objected to their actions to evict them 
- if necessary on theb- own terms. That did 
not seem an insummountable task as they 
were probably out numbered some 50 to I. 
But instead the action token has a blatant 
disregard for the concept of tolerance, and 
I would argue on insult to student intelligence 
and student self-maimgement. 
Firstly sludents have Imd their own mind 
made up for litem - whether the precedents 
were correct or not. Most probably most of 
Ihe audience Imd had no prevails contact with 
lite Nazis, except in lerms of television news 
and Sunday Sun. They now have heen given 
the opportunity ofluving those views left un-
supported. That is, again their knowledge stands 
the chance of being based only an hear-say, 
media distortktn and probably post-war Hitler-
ite emotionalism. 
Secondly, the Nazis had no cimnce to guage 
Ihe read bits of the iimjorily of sludents pre-
sent, ffin fact Ihe Nazis had been evicted by 
the sludents because of tiieu- behaviour, they 
woukl have become aware that their tactics 
were udacceptable to the student body. As 
it is now they could have gone away perhaps 
with the illuskin lliat because campuses gen-
erally throughout Australia have become 
more passive and conservative when compared 
to those of (he late sixties early seventies, more 
students arc abandoning the radical left for 
the trddithnally passive right and thus per-
haps "fascism", to litem, is ripe for the cam-
puses Perhaps a little hypothetical but never 
Ihe less, I believe it would Imve been for the 
benefit of all for Students and Nazi s to fudge 
each other's behaviour. 
I am of the opinbn that educalbn only 
comes about by raibnal assessment of all 
ideas. For thai to exist, tolerance of all 
ideas is essential. It seems lo mc that all loo 
often people throw around loose terms such 
as "Fascists", "Communists" elc only, as a 
reflection of their own ignorance of the mean-
ing of the term let alone the concept. When 
Ihis occurs we have a society not based on 
reason, not able to rationally justify its act-
ions or respeci the views of ils fellow beings, 
but based on myth and- mob magic. 
No doubt some may say that Nazis are 
known to have used violence before so why 
not slap them before it ocairs again. But 
so too have forces reported lo Imve been of 
the lefl. Do wc then not tolerate them, ff 
we do not tolerate the Nazi s enough to 
hear Ihcir point of view, to Judge ihcin on 
their own appearance, then where do we 
stop? WItat groups of people arc to be ex-
cluded from this privilege of free appear-
ance, free speech and free publication of 
ideas? 
Far too often imny students become 
dogmatically eittrcttdted in their own ideo-
logical views without any tolerance for 
those whose liews differ. One could well 
be concerned to what degree tolerance 
would exist if these persons were in a posi-
tion of sufficient power lo be able ta con-
trol the lives of others. 
To me tolerance, reason and passive 
pcrsuasbn are the tools and foundations 
of the educated the responsible. When these 
fotindaltons ore eroded ond neglected, it is 
the responsibility of all to ensure their re-
construction for the existance of all. Vie 
only intolerance which can be justified is 
that of itself I.e., intolerance of intolerance. 
This campus shoukl be a place for the free 
existance of all groups of all political and' 
social ideals. If iliat situathn cannot exist, 
or isn't albwcd to exist, then f would sug-
gest we are here not to become "educated" 
but to repress. 
To that student who had the guts and 
the conviction of his conscience to get up 
and try to protest, at the Mandei Lecture, 
at this disregard of tolerance, 1 would say 
that you, like some of us, must not be dis-
illusbned in the pursuit of.that goal, which 
others would seemingly so readily condemn. ' 
To those students who without hearing 
liim, booed and hissed at bis protest, I 
THE END 
woukl say tlmt one coukl only hope that 
during Ihc pursuit of your formal education 
at Ihis insiitutbn you develop those qualities 
of tolerance wbldi are necessary for tfte 
free existance of all. 
Yours in tolerance, 
G. R. Goebel 
(Arts-Hons II) 
A LITTLE LEFT OF CENTRE 
Dear Sir, 
Prcsblcni Ford in seeking to mend his 
imtion has first begun to set his own off 
ice right in terms both of the duties ana 
freedoms of the President, and of the act-
tal bureaucracy Ihat runs the White House. 
For him, dccentralizotion mams greater. 
communication. While he acknowledges 
the President's ultimate responsiblity for 
the decisions he make's (whether the Presi-
dent be Ford or Nixon), be also refuses to 
make those decisions like some 'brooding 
and isolated Bald Eagle. 
All tills is very interesting in terms of 
our own country's move towards greater cen-
iralization. Centralism means power, in the 
very sense that Acton spoke of m his remarks 
about power corrupting and absolute power 
corrupting absolutely. In theory, given the 
prevelance of the gerrymander lizard and 
ils apparently hernuphrodile tendency lo 
reproduce itself in solitude, ccniriilism woukl 
appear lo be a solution to the problem of 
getting Ihings done, while politicians bicker 
over their latest popubrity poll assessment 
and adjust their television make-up in the 
hope tlmt they will at least do belter in Ihe 
rating. 
But of cota-se, if a nation can be carried 
by a very strong pillar (whether it be a strong 
indivklual or a siimll group of people), by the 
same token it can fall with tlmt one pilbr. 
Theoretically, centralism may appear pragma-
tically sound, but given our knowledge of liu-
iimn mturc (and politicians •are, in spite of 
themselves, neither gods nor gremlins but 
huiimn after all), are we perhaps asking too 
much of our politickns to expect them to 
wield power on behalf of others, without 
perhaps using a little for their own benefit? 
Meanwhile, Australia's most travelled fel-
low-traveller has learnt little about political 
time-lag, especially between the fifty-second 
state of the union, and the ever so progressive 
United Stales of America. At home, Margaret 
presents a new image (ih several ways, mostly 
reminisceiU of Eleanor Roosevelt - incklent-
ly the wife of Gough's favourite folk-hero) 
to compensate for her husband's frequent 
lack of defmilion. 
Meanwhile back al Cabramatta, the klea 
of a strong central goivntment grows - a 
strong government providing an umbrella of 
security for its charges. One calls to grind tbe 
toadstool and the atom bomb child, both of. 
which do provide sliade, but tend to be poi-
sonous. 
The point is this: just how hng do we have 
to wait before we realize that "a little kft of 
centre" is precisely what we will Imve, along 
with very, little left of either pole of the- poli-
tical sphere, if we continue ui blind and bland 
approval of policies which fkunt their central-
ism like DavM Frost fkunts his guests? Per-
haps this policy is mere political power plun-
dering, and not a service to either the nation -
or humankind in general. 
W. H. Christian 
r^edia freaks! 
Following the decision of the August Council of 
the Australian Union of Students, an ad hoc conn-
mitted will maot In Melbourne in late October/ 
early November to discuss the future of media in 
the Union, and to present a paper to Annual Coun-
cil, 1975. If you have suggestibrts. dr want m<Jrt 
details, please write to Oavid'Sflratt, 97 Di>UHlhKi>tti 
St, Carlton, 3053. 
AUS in 1975? 
I 
In accordance with the decision of the August 
Council.of the Australian Union of Students, 
submissions / position papers / ideas on campaigns 
and directions for the Union in 1975 are.hereby. 
invited. They should be tyised, no more than one 
foolscap page in length, and should reach the 
President, AUS. 97 Drummond St, Carlton, 3053, 
by Septennbcf 30,1974. They will be collated and 
distributed to allow the widest possible discussion 
before Annual Council, 1975. 
